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Letter from the Publisher
If you’re wondering why there is a picture of Moscow university on the cover, it’s because we live
in a city that, like it or hate it, has been fundamentally gutted and rebuilt according to the designs
of Stalinist architects. Probably no other capital in the world with the exception of Beijing has been
so radically changed in modern times by its rulers, as probably no other peoples have been experimented on from a psychological point of view, for so long, as the Russians, and of course the Chinese.
Whilst on the subject of experimentation, Mayakovsky did his fare share of it, and investigative arts correspondent Ross Hunter tries to work out, with predictable results, who this poet, revolutionary, futurist,
constructivist, propagandist, cartoonist actually was.
For those of us who are fearing that the end of the world is nigh, that is, we might have to leave Russia, Dominic Esler provides a bit of reality amongst the scaremongering in his article Expat Exodus?

John Ortega

Thanks to our brilliant staff of full-time and freelance writers, this edition of Passport is packed with so
many articles that I can’t mention them all here, so just sit back and enjoy. OK?
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Passport occasionally uses material we believe has been
placed in the public domain. Sometimes it is not possible
to identify and contact the copyright owner. If you claim
ownership of something we have published, we will be
pleased to make a proper acknowledgment.

What’s On in Moscow
Wednesday, 1st

Friday, 3rd

Presidents of The USA (rock)
Rock-band from Seattle
B2 club, 20:00

Cesaria Evora (Creole singer)
Nicknamed the “barefoot diva” for her
barefoot performances, Evora is the best
internationally-known practitioner of morna.
State Kremlin Palace, 19:00

The Charity Curling Cup 2009
(tournament held in aid of disabled children). Team players
needed: no curling experience
necessary.
Contact Natalia Yakovleva who is a fluent English speaker on: (495) 798-30-66
“Moskvich” Sport Complex, Volgogradsky Prospect, 46

Sunday, 5th
Kurt Cobain Memory Day
The party dedicated to the legendary
musician and “Nirvana” band leader.
B2, 19:30

Cinderella (ballet)
MMDM, Theater Hall, 14:00

The Beauty and The Beast (musical)
MMDM, 19:00, also 4th , 5th, 7th, 8th , 9 th

Monte Cristo (musical)

The Tiger Lillies (punk)

Operetta Theater, 19:00, also 4th, 5th,
7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th

English punk hooligans come to Moscow
with two new albums.
Cicterna Hall, 20:00

Robert Hall (concert)
Famous Dutch chamber singer.
MMDM, Chamber Hall, 19:00

Thursday, 2nd
Amcham Briefing with RF Deputy Minister of Health Alexander Safonov.
Contact Amcham: (495) 961 2141

Boney M (pop)
Luzhniki Sport Complex

Tuesday, 7th
The Evolution of Consciousness as
Pictured in the History of Art (lecture
by Robert Stewart).
Chekhov Cultural Center, Strastnoi Bulvar 6. Metro: Chekhovskaya. Tickets 50 r.,
19:00 www.ELEMoscow.net

Saturday, 4th
Kula Shaker (rock)
English multi-platinum selling psychedelic rock band who came to prominence
during the Britpop era.
B2 club, 22:00

International Women Club Invites
Saturday Coffee
These coffee meetings are a great opportunity to meet new friends, relax, and
have lunch together afterwards. Le Pain
Quotidien will provide complimentary
coffee for us all, and of course, they also
have a fabulous breakfast / lunch menu
to tempt you!
Le Pain Quotidien, 10:00

Ranetki (pop)
New Russian pop-idols who have fans all
over the country.
Luzhniki Sport Complex, 19:00

International Women Club invites
Newcomers’ coffee meeting.
Le Pain Quotidien, 10:00

8th, Wednesday
International Women Club invites
Cocktail Hour.
Venue TBA, 19:00

9th, Thursday
Nino Katamadze and “Insight” band
(jazz)
Georgian female singer well known all
over Russia and Georgia.
MKhT im Gorkogo, 19:00, also 10th
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What’s On in Moscow
10 th, Friday

17th, Friday

23rd, Thursday

Evenings of Russian Romances
(concert)

Uri Geller’s Show (performance)

Thomas Anders (Singer in former
band “Modern Talking”)

Presented by Leonid Serebrennikov.
MMDM, Chamber Hall, 19:00

One of the world’s best known illusionists.
Mir Concert Hall, 19:00

State Kremlin Palace, 19:00

Sinead O’Connor (pop)
Le Jazz Festival

Grammy Award-winning Irish singersongwriter.
B1 Maximum, 21:00

Kora Jazz Trio (African Musicians who
play American-spirited jazz)
16 tonns, 21:00

Saturday, 11th
Lord Of The Dance (Celtic National
Dance Show)
State Kremlin Palace, also 12th, 13th,
18:00

Peter Pan (figure skating musical)
MTYUZ, 12:00, also 18th

Saturday, 18th
Le Jazz Festival (Best traditions of
French Jazz)
Stefano Di Battista Quartet presents a
new album “Trouble Shooting”, Michael
Portal and Jacky Terrason.
Mir Concert Hall, 20:00

Deep Purple (rock)
B1 Maximum, 21:00, Also 19th

Brainstorm (rock)
Latvian band, very popular among
young Russians.
Luzhniki Sport Complex, 19:00

Ken Hensley (rock)

The Producers (musical)
Premiere show of a performance based
on a 1968 comedy film which tells the
story of a theatrical producer and an
accountant who attempt to cheat their
investors by deliberately producing a
flop show on Broadway.
Et Cetera Theater, 19:00
Also 24th, 25th, 26th

Jay-Jay Johansson (pop)
Swedish pop-singer who brings back to
music romance, decadence and synthsound.
Ikra Club, 21:00

Ex-Uriah Heep keyboard player.
CDK MAI, 21:00

Sunday, 12th
Apocalyptica (rock)
Apocalyptica is a Finnish metal band,
made up of classically-trained cellists
and a drummer.
B1 Maximum, 21:00

Monday, 20

Friday, 24th
th

Bullet For My Valentine (heavy
metal)
Tommy Emmanuel (guitar)
The true pride of Australia and a Grammy nominee.
MMDM, Svetlanovsky Hall, 19:00

14th, Tuesday
Golden Mask Festival
Operetta Theater, 19:00, also 16th
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Easter Charity Ball “Spring Melody,”
supported by RBCC

A Welsh melodic metal band.
Luzhniki Sport Complex, 19:00

www.springmelody.ru/
In order to register, please, send your
details to moscowspringboll@mail.ru

Tuesday, 21st

Mumij-Troll (pop-rock)

Larissa Dolina (pop)

Russian rock-band formed in 1981 in
Vladivostok by singer and linguist Ilya
Lagutenko. Now he is one of the main
symbols of Russian rock.
B1 Maximum, 21:00

А prominent Russian pop and jazz
singer. Her voice appears in about 70
Russian films and animations.
MMDM, Svetlanov Hall, 19:00

What’s On in Moscow
Igor Butman (instrumental)

Saturday, 25th

Sunday, 26th

Russian jazz saxophonist. Former US
President Bill Clinton has called Butman
“my favorite living saxophone player.
Butman presents his band and Joe
Lovano, (Saxophone, USA).

Toto Cutugno (Italian pop)

Bring Me The Horizon

State Kremlin Palace, 19:00

English band which plays a style of music that fuses death metal and metalcore, known as deathcore.
B1 Maximum, 21:00

Thursday, 30 th
Simply Red
Pop legend, who needs no introduction.
State Kremlin Palace, 19:00

18 April
Plaid (concert)
A British electronic music duo comprising Andy Turner and Ed Handley, and
based out of London.
Cicterna Hall, 20:00

Orthodox Midnight Easter Vigil
The service is held in English (especially
for the English speaking parishioners)
and starts at 23:00
Church of St. Catherine The Great Martyr
in-the Fields
Bolshaya Ordynka, 60/2
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Charles Borden
Four-time Oscar nominated director David Lynch is headed to
Moscow on April 5 just a day after his David Lynch Foundation
presents a World Harmony Concert headlined by Paul McCartney, Sheryl Crow, Eddie Vedder, Donovan and Paul Horn among
others at Radio City Music Hall in New York City. The Russian
edition of Lynch’s book, Catching the Big Fish: Meditation, Consciousness, and Creativity, a personal glimpse into the influences
on his life and work, was released at the beginning of March.
In addition to promoting his book, this many-faceted artist
will present the international initiative of his foundation, the
David Lynch Foundation for Consciousness-Based Education
and World Peace. The foundation funds “Quiet Time” programs
to reduce stress, pressure, and fatigue among students, utilizing the stress-reducing Transcendental Meditation technique,
which Lynch has practiced for more than 30 years. Paul McCartney is also a long-time TM practitioner and stated recently
that “in moments of madness, it has helped me find moments
of serenity.” He went on the say that “I would like to think that it
would help provide them (students) a quiet haven in a not-soquiet world.”

Lynch first received Oscar nominations as Director and Best
Writing, Screenplay for Elephant Man and further Oscar nominations for Director for Blue Velvet and Mulholland Drive. He
also received a Golden Lion award for lifetime achievement
at the Venice Film Festival in 2006. Lynch’s surreal Twin Peaks, a
cultural phenomena in the West, had additional significance in
Russia as one of the first Western television series to be released
as the country opened up during the early 1990s.
Lynch has also brought his unconventional and distinct
approach to work as a painter, photographer, performance
artist, composer and cartoonist. He works outside at his Hollywood studio because his current passion is what he describes as “toxic materials.” He also is pre-occupied with a
digital Hasselblad camera. He treats visitors to his website
www.davidlynch.com to a daily weather report and has his
own organic coffee brand (he reportedly drinks 15 cups a
day). Apparently Lynch will be opening two exhibitions in
Moscow: Air is on Fire with the Fondation Cartier, and FETISH,
a collaboration between Lynch and shoe fashion celebrity
Christian Louboutin, at the new Garage Center for Modern
Culture.
An “Evening with David Lynch” event on Saturday, April 11, a
meeting at one of Moscow theater or film institutions and a
book signing are also expected during his visit. P
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Opera

Galina

Vishnevsakaya
been such a huge part of my life for almost a quarter of a century. I gave everything to this theater; it’s the theater
of my life. Living abroad, I sang on other
stages, but my heart always belonged
to the Bolshoi. All my best memories: the
roles that I created together with Pokrovskii, Melik-Pashaev, everything, are
from there.

text Marina Lukanina,
photos Alexander Gaiduk
It is hard to find suitable words to describe Galina Vishnevskaya – outstanding opera singer, prima of the Bolshoi Theater, wife of world-famous cellist Mstislav
Rostropovich, mother of two daughters
and a grandmother of six grandchildren,
a strong person with a greatness of spirit.
She is the queen of her own Kingdom
called The Galina Vishnevskaya Opera
Centre in Moscow. My first question was
about her latest “baby” – the Galina Vishevskaya Centre.

You once mentioned you support the
idea of censorship?

When did the Centre open?
In 2002. We offer a two year course of
study. We keep the most talented on for
a third year. Most schools try to get rid of
students – we try to keep them as long as
possible to help them master their skills.
You always speak with such love about
St. Petersburg. Why did you decide to
open the school in Moscow?
Because I was offered a chance to
make it happen here. There were people
interested in the project. I am very grateful to the mayor of Moscow.
How big is your Centre? What kind of
performances do you stage?
We accept 35 students a year. The
education of 25 of them is funded by the
City Government. We also have 10 commercial students. Every year about 100
people compete for places.
Every year we stage new operas; so
far we have staged seven. These are full
blown operas. Our theater can seat 360
people.
Do you have time to go to the theater
yourself?
No, and I am not that interested. I am so
immersed into my own Centre and that’s
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enough. Also, for me to go somewhere,
I need to be 100% sure that it would be
good and sadly I have not had such confidence lately. Witnessing real hooliganism on the stage in several shows that I
did see made me feel sick. I do not need
to see the heroes of Rigoletto dressed up
like monkeys or Aida’s characters carrying guns. This is bizarre!
Do you think this is temporary?
Of course it is. We have gone through
this in the 1920s when the opera Toska
was called “The Fight for the Community;” Huguenots were “Decembrists;” Ivan
Susanin was called “A Life for The People”
and not “A Life for the Tsar.” At least they
changed the titles back then, now they
don’t even bother doing that.
September 1, 2009 will mark my 65
years of serving the Arts. 65 years I spent
on the professional stage. It’s hard to see
what I gave my life for, to be so humiliated, to witness the triumph of militant
mediocracy.
What about the Bolshoi Theatre?
I take everything that happens at the
Bolshoi Theater very personally; as it has

Under current circumstances I am fully
convinced we need it. TV channels show
horrible things. I do not want my grandkids
to see it. It has to be forbidden. Though I
understand that such prohibition might
cause banning something that is useful, I
still support forbidding such material being shown. If people do not have “internal censorship,” then censorship has to
be institutionalized.
Throughout your life you have met with
extraordinary people. Who do you mark
out as being particularly amazing?
Of course I remember Shostakovich the
most. He was a genius, and our friend.
He dedicated three of his compositions
to me. I sang his 14th symphony that he
created specifically for my voice, I acted
the role of Katerina Ismailova for a film,
based on his “Lady Macbeth.” I spent a
whole creative life with him. For 20 years
we welcomed the New Year together, he
was an inalienable part of our lives. His
loss left an empty space in my soul.
In 1975 we were invited to the Pope’s
residence in the Vatican. The Pope impressed me tremendously.
I also met with our Patriarch of Moscow and All Russia Alexii II shortly before
his death. It was an incredible meeting.
While displaying gentleness he was in
fact very strong, a real pastor who managed to united the Russian and the foreign churches.

Opera

Is it true that after playing on Solzhenitsyn’s 70th birthday, Rostropovich never
performed in Russia because he was
insulted by what the press wrote about
him?
Yes, Rostopovich was insulted. It was
when he played at Solzhenitsyn’s 70th
birthday at the Conservatory. It was a
brilliant performance. And some journalist wrote that any student could have
played better than Rostropovich, and
he wrote these using rude expressions.
This was worse than just rudeness – it
was something else. I am unable to classify such an act. Rostropovich continued
his work as a mentor but he never performed in Russia. I tried to argue with him
that it’s not worth depriving millions of
people who adore you because some
blockhead wrote a nasty comment, but
he remained adamant.
How did Sokurov talk you into acting in
“Alexandra”?
Sokurov told me he wrote the script just
for me, that there wouldn’t be a movie
if I don’t agree to be part of it. It was
hard work as it was filmed in Chenya in
+40 C degree heat, but work is what I am
good at. Since the age of 17 onwards, I
have worked on the stage. I have been
through all the genres, except ballet.
You still consider yourself Russian?
Of course I am. I am a Russian woman,
part of this crazy nation.

Why do Russians
have to go through so much
hardship and suffering?
People wanted an experiment and
they got it. By experiment I mean “soviet
power.” Now we don’t even know how to
handle the “remainders” from that “experiment.” We are paying off for all our
sins. I hope it will prevent people such experimentation in the future.
What do your family members do
now?
My two daughters became the heads
of our funds. My younger daughter, Elena, runs our Vishnevskaya-Rostropovich
Fund that is engaged in various medical concerns, such as vaccination. Now
we are refocusing on helping children in
orphanages. My oldest daughter Olga
is in charge of the Rostropovich Fund

for young musicians.
We pay 42 gifted students
a stipend, approximately $150 every
month.
My grandchildren rarely come to Moscow, and speak Russian with a strong accent. My youngest, Mstislav, is talented in
music, singing in particular. He has been
here and attended my master class. Later he told his mom, my daughter, that he
didn’t like one of the student singers; as
in his opinion: “she wasn’t prepared for
the class with my grandmother.” My only
granddaughter studies art in Paris.
What’s your recipe of success?
Always be on top – in everything that
you do. That’s the only way – be the best.
I don’t know any other way and wouldn’t
recommend anything else.
I didn’t dare asking you more about
Rostropovich.
And please do not. It’s still very hard to
for me to talk about him. P

Galina Vishnevskaya with her two daughters:
Olga (left) and Elena (right)
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Holidays

APRIL HOLIDAYS
April Fools’ Day
Wednesday, April 1

Lada

Sometimes
called
All Fools’ Day or Day of
Laughter; this is one of
the most lighthearted
days of the year. Its
origins are uncertain.
Some see it as a celebration related to the
turn of the seasons,
while others believe
it became widely observed in the Western
world when a new Gregorian Calendar replaced the old Julian Calendar in the 16th
century. The holiday is not rooted in Slavic tradition and came
to Russia in the times of Peter the Great with other European
influences. As in many other countries April Fool’s Day prac-

Becomes
Leader
in Ca

r Exp
orts

Cosmonautics Day
(Den Kosmonavtiki)
Sunday, April 12
On April 12, 1961, a Russian Air
Force pilot named Yuri Alekseyevich
Gagarin blasted off from Baikonur
Cosmodrome in the former Soviet
republic of Kazakhstan, becoming
“the Columbus of the Cosmos.”
During lift off, Gagarin is known to have shouted: “Poyekhali! (Off
we go!).” His historic flight on “Vostok 1” lasted only one hour and
48 minutes, but we are told that it changed the modern world as
we know it. Gagarin became a national Soviet hero. In the sixties,
every third boy born in the USSR was called Yuri. The significance
of this holiday, established in the USSR on April 9, 1962, has never
been played down, even in the difficult 1990s after the collapse
of the Soviet Union. In modern times, Cosmonautics Day’ celebrations usually begin near Gagarin’s statue in the suburban city of
Korolyov (Moscow Region), where Soviet Mission Control Center

tices in Russia include sending someone on a “fool’s errand,”
looking for things that don’t exist, playing pranks and trying to
get people to believe ridiculous things. Even if you do not enjoy
April Fools’ Day hoaxes, it is worth remembering the ironic line
from Mark Twain: “Let us be thankful for the fools. But for them,
the rest of us could not succeed.”

was located. Processions stream in to Red Square’s Kremlin Wall
Necropolis to visit Gagarin’s grave and continue on to Cosmonauts Alley, a pedestrian street which leads up to the Monument
of the Conquerors of Space in North Moscow. High officials usually
use the occasion to visit space facilities and space-related locations such as Cosmonaut Training Center in the Star City.

Geologists’ Day (Den Geologa)
Sunday, April 5

Orthodox Easter
(Paskha)
Sunday, April 19

A decree, signed in March
1966 by a high-ranking communist Party official, was
timed to the recent discovery
of the first oilfields in Western
Siberia. Since then, the first
Sunday of April is marked as
Den Geologa (Geologists’
Day). The profession of a geoscientist was highly regarded
in the Soviet Union. Technocratic Soviet society looked at this occupation with respect and appreciation; the work of geologists
and geophysicists involved rigorous working schedules in remote
areas and under harsh climatic conditions. In the annals of Soviet propaganda, geologists were almost as popular as air force
pilots or cosmonauts; they were portrayed in films and on posters as conquerors of nature. But one small difference was never
publicly discussed in those days. Unlike other romantic and heroic
professions, geoscientists enjoyed relative freedom from officialdom and their way of life served as some kind of an enclave for
dissidents. Be this at it may, they were hailed as the embodiment
of rationality. As one of the popular Soviet songs dedicated to geologists used to go: “Gather your strength, be strong, you are a
brother to the wind and the sun!” Being a geologist was like belonging to an exclusive club. Many representatives of the Soviet
intelligentsia–singers, actors and writers took part in geological
field trips in their young years. Future Nobel prize winner, Joseph
Brodsky was one of them.

10
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Russian Orthodox Easter is usually celebrated
a week or two later than
in western countries. The
Holy Fire that is lit every
year at the Church of
the Holy Sepulcher in
Jerusalem the day preceding Orthodox Easter
is believed by Orthodox Christians to be a miracle. A group of pilgrims delivers the Holy Fire from Jerusalem to the Christ the Savior
Cathedral in Moscow for the night service.
Easter celebrations have revived in Russia since the demise
of the Soviet Union, with both practicing Christians and non-believers paying tribute to tradition. For the Orthodox, the celebration of Easter begins on Saturday night with a liturgy that often
lasts into the early hours of Sunday. The service culminates in a
grand midnight procession when all proclaim: “Jesus is risen!”
The crowd in the church responds –“truly risen!” After the service, jubilant greetings are followed by members of the congregation kissing three times, and the exchange of Easter eggs.
Parishioners and non-believers have family feasts with special
dishes, including Easter cakes and generously spiced and
sweetened cream cheese (paskha). People also bring cakes
and other food to church on Easter Saturday to be blessed by
priests. Russia’s other Easter traditions include painting and coloring eggs and cracking them on Sunday.

Previews
Easter Festival
When maestro Gergiev organized the Easter Festival in Moscow eight
years ago with the support of the Moscow government and the blessing
of the Patriarch of Moscow and All Russia, Alexei II, nobody expected that
today this event would have become so popular and involve so many
people. Within a short period of time, the Easter Festival has become an
anticipated yearly event for classical music lovers. From year to year, its
programme has been increased and this April it features 100 concerts in
Moscow and other regions of Russia and even some CIS countries. The festival is presented in several sections: symphonic performances of Russian
classics, choral singing, bell-ringing and of course charity performances.
The symphonic programme in Moscow will star such soloists as Anna Netrebko, Denis Matsuev, Yury Bashmet, Nikolay Tsnaider, Sergey Khachatryan and many others. The traditional finale of the festival takes place
at Poklonnaya Gora in Moscow, the place where the Great Patriotic War
is remembered, and where the Mariinsky Symphony Orchestra will give a
free concert for up to 250,000 people.

April 19 – May 9
For venues and schedule see
www.easterfestival.ru

Commemorating Rostropovich
On the 27th of March the music world celebrated Mstislav Rostropovich’s birthday. On

April 21
19:00
Tchaikovsky concert hall

that day his fans, colleagues, friends and certainly students used to personally congratulate
the maestro on his birthday until he died on April 27, 2007. Some of these people: talented
students whom the great musician loved sincerely and supported are participating in a
commemorative concert at the Tchaikovsky concert hall. Since the opening of the [Vishnevskaya] Opera Centre in 2002, Mstislav Rostropovich took an active part in its life, organising unique master classes and concerts such as “Unknown Shostakovich – Music of the War
Brigades,” for example, that became a milestone in the history of the young Centre. It was
under Rostropovich’s direction that in 2004, the Centre first toured abroad, together with the
Russian National Orchestra, when soloists performed at a concert marking the completion
of the Year of Russia in Germany. The maestro was happy that Russia was still rich in talents,
proved through his creation – the Charity Foundation launched in 1997, now directed by his
daughter Olga Rostropovich. The Foundation gathers what it considers to be the best Russian violinists, pianists, cellists and other talented performers from different regions of Russia,
presents them with scholarships, organises concerts and develops young musicians artistically. The concert in commemoration of Mstislav Rostropovich features the best soloists
from the Opera Centre, and Yury Bashmet’s symphony orchestra “New Russia.”

Brainstorm Take Step
Brainstorm premiere their new album “The Step” which is promising
to become a charts leader this spring. This band is a Latvian symbol.
Classmates Renars Kaupers, Janis Jubalts, Gundars Mausevics, and
Kaspars Roga, started Brainstorm in 1989 when they were only 14 years
old. During the 1990s they consistently worked on their folk-rock hybrid
sound that conquered the hearts of fans in their native Latvia and other Baltic countries. The band gained international popularity in 2000
when they won third prize in that year’s Eurovision Song Contest with
their song “My Star.” That exposure earned their album Among the Suns
airplay in many countries, and subsequent singles such as “Maybe,”
“Colder,” “A Day Before Tomorrow,” and “Thunder Without Rain” became popular in much of Europe, and were played on MTV’s and VH1’s
European channels. Later they even managed to work with two rock
icons – Anton Corbijn and Alex Silva, the first creating the cover for their
“Four Shores” album and the latter working on its sound as producer,
both describing later their circle as “very nice and warm.” T heir music
is light and their concerts pass in positive mood, what is certainly prescribed for spring in Moscow.

April 18
Sport Complex “Luzhniki”
19:00
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Previews
Paris – Moscow in jazz

April 10 - 12
for venues and schedule see www.lejazz.ru

If you know the history of music, you are aware that jazz rhythms originated from America. France, however, has a right to be associated with
this genre of music, as Paris remains a cross-road of different musical
styles. This is the spirit of Parisian cafes, the whiff of a Mimosa and the
view from the Eiffel tower that jazz music inspires. In Moscow, the festival
Le Jazz which is a reflection of modern France, takes place every spring.
This project gathers interesting artists of the contemporary French jazz
scene. This year, among special guests are Michel Portal (Cesar award
winner), Jacky Terrasson, Stefano Di Battista Quartet (Blue Note label soloist), Kora Jazz Trio, David Reinhardt Quartet. This is the fifth jazz festival
organised by the Art-Mania agency with the support of the French Cultural Center in Moscow, the French Embassy and the French Institute in
Saint-Petersburg.

Tapestries of Jean Baptiste Vermillion at Tsaritsyno
It is impossible to imagine a better location for a new exhibition of European tapestries than the State Museum-Reserve of Tsaritsyno, constructed between 1775 and 1796
for Catherine the Great. Tapestry, a form of textile art has been practiced in Europe since
the times of Ancient Greece. It reached its peak during the early Renaissance, when
production began in Germany and Switzerland and later moved on to France and the
Netherlands. Artists and craftsmen worked on complicated pictures in cotton, linen or
wool. Artists usually created “blueprints” on cardboard for craftsmen who then wove the
tapestries. In Russia, Gobelin tapestries appeared under Peter the Great. At that time in
Europe one of the largest tapestry schools was founded by Jean Baptiste Vermillion. His
artisans created different tapestries illustrating scenes from the Bible. Some of these have
been preserved and constitute a display at the Tsaritsyno exhibition. Special conditions
have been created for these artefacts; for example, no direct sunlight is allowed to fall on
them, to protect the original colours and reconstruct the atmosphere of old castles.

Definite State
of the World?
Up until the 1980s, the French billionaire Francois Pinault had
no intentions of working in art. He bought and sold companies
– he knew his business well and made good money. But one
day he bought a work by Piet Mondrian, and today he is already the owner of Christie’s and one of the most influential art
collectors in the world. His collection comprises up to 25,000
items, the majority of which have never been on display. What
is on public view, is on display at the Venetian Palazzo Grassi
which Pinault bought in 2006 specially to home his collection.
The small portion of Pinault’s collection that will be presented
at the newly reconstructed Garage centre for contemporary
art in Moscow, has all the characteristics of his main collection – a mixture of everything: video, neon lights and Installations Under One Roof by Bill Viola (video artist), the Swiss duet
– authors of multimedia installations Peter Fischli and David
Weiss, Pierre Huyghe (video), sculptors Maurizio Cattelan and
Jeff Koons, minimalistic installations by Paul McCartney… At
the exhibition named as “Definite State of the World?”, each
visitor can find their own answers to their own questions.
Garage centre for contemporary art
www.garageccc.com
19 A, Obraztsova street
Open: 11:00 – 21:00/22:00 Fri – Sun
Through May 6
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Open: 11:00 – 19:00
Through July
except Mondays and Tuesdays
www.tsaritsyno.net
1, Dolskaya street

Previews
From a Sketch to a Work
of Art or Vice Versa
The Moscow Museum of Modern Art (MoMA), though a rather young institution compared to such arts monsters as the Tretyakov gallery, possesses a rich
collection of Soviet avant-garde artists. MoMA now has an exhibition on called:
“From a Sketch to a Work of Art.” According to their press release, the exhibition: “displays the variety of the museum’s stocks.” For this purpose, almost the
whole of MoMA’s building in Petrovka street has been given over to this exhibition; and over three hundred works are on display. The curator of the project,
Anna Arutyunyan conveys a complicated intrigue of 20th century and early
21st century arts: how the visual arts evolved from an academic etude of a
nude model to a complete work that is sometimes referred to as an arts object.
It is obvious that an exhibition with a name like this can quickly become a kind
of anthology of different genres and movements where the cubist Malevich
can stand next to the realist Chistyakov. Besides, when still in etudes, the works
of fierce antagonists sometimes look similar, to their angst no doubt. However
gaudy the exhibition may seem, its division into sections “Canon,” “Nature” and
“Metamorphoses” is logically strict. Thus when you see etudes from the students
of the Surikov school of the end of the 19th century, you can feel why they
wanted to escape so much to real nature.

Moscow Museum of Modern Art
25, Petrovka street
Open: 11:00 – 18:00 except Mondays
Through May 10

Master and Margarita

Spiridonov’s house
March 28 – April 28
Open: 11:00 – 19:00
except Mondays
M. Gnezdikovsky pereulok 9/8 building 1

It is not for the first time that Jean-Daniel Lorieux has come to Moscow. A famous fashion photographer, he brought an exhibition of portraits a couple of
years ago to Moscow and now is back with a project that can be described as
related not only to photography, but to literature and cinema as well. Lorieux
presents in Moscow a series of illustrations to the famous Mikhail Bulgakov’s novel
“Master and Margarita,” featuring Isabelle Adjani as Margarita and Russian actor Vladimir Koshevoi as Master. For Lorieux, who is used to large-scale fashion
photography projects that he makes for Dior, Nina Ricci, Cartier, this story is about
a wider scope for himself as an artist. He is not only true to the original in terms
of Margarita’s black coat and yellow (“repulsive”) flowers she is carrying on the
day of her meeting with Master, but as a stage director he conveys the whole
story through the means of photography. They say that the exhibition was a huge
success in Paris in January. Let us see what it will look like in Moscow, amongst the
scenery where the book was written.
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Moscow
Clubs:
The Beginning
text Elena Krivovyaz
This is the first installment of a new
series of articles on Moscow nightlife. We
go back to the now distant past, back
to those dark days when Perestroika was
only just over, but when old soviet values had already become meaningless.
The new club movement was about to
turn people’s ideas of what clubs, and
to a certain extent life in general are all
about upside down. What did Moscow
club life look like in those days?

199
0

-199
1

First steps to the beat
Muscovites and residents of St. Petersburg still cannot decide
which of these two competing cultural centers was the first to
embrace what came to be known as nightlife. In both cities
there was no shortage of private clubs in the early 1990s. Most
of them, however, would open their doors only for members and
the friends of the owners (and sometimes friends of these friends
too). The first clubs were more often than not private parties;
mostly closed for outsiders. In the very early days, most of them

were non-commercial, created only for the guests of whoever
hosted the event. “Fontanka 145” was one of the most famous
and remarkable places in St. Petersburg. It was founded in 1990
by brothers and “activists” (at least that is what they called themselves) Alexei and Andrei Haas. Andrei describes those days in his
book “Korporatsiya Schastya”(Corporation of Happiness, 2006).
He writes that he and his brother found “Fontanka 145” accidentally: it was a deserted apartment with no furniture, visited only
by occasional tramps. The brothers transformed it into a fashionable place with brilliant internal design. It became a magnet for
all St. Peterburg’s bohemian population: artists who didn’t fit into
the post-soviet mainstream, poets and some students. The club
become famous overnight. But it didn’t exist very long.
The Haas brothers and some of their close friends moved on
and founded a new club called Tanzpol (Dancefloor). This time
they filled the former St. Petersburg planetarium with demonic
and forbidden acid sound. As Soviet cosmonauts were proclaimed loudly as heroes all over the USSR, there was a planetarium in almost every city or town. Soviet citizens ceremoniously visited these places to find out about the cosmos and
renew their faith in the achievements of Soviet cosmonautics.
When the Soviet epic myths headed for the Exit, the planetariums had fewer and fewer visitors.
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Tanzpol which opened in 1991, was one of the first
places with techno, trance, house music and real DJs
who played vinyl records; not just tape cassettes and
bobinas (large size tape spools) as was previously the
case at every disco. Those were days of true chaos,
post-soviet disorder and romance with no money in
your pockets. After their success in St. Petersburg, the
Haas brothers, their partner and DJs Ivan Salmaksov
and Eugeny Birman decided to hold their first rave
party in Moscow: “Gagarin-Party.” They were tired of
amazing but a little provincial St. Petersburg, and eager for new achievements and adventures. But what
was the capital like in those days?
Shootout time

nessed gangster meetings many times in the clubs.
I will always remember my DJ set on the ship Alexander Blok. It was a birthday party of Chechens,
and some Russian bandits were there, too. And then
Chechens proposed a toast against the Russians.
It was overheard by some Russian, who started to
shoot immediately. Me and my partner tried to hide
under the desk. The Policemen came only when it
all was over.”
Nuzhdin remembers the first clubs organized in
Moscow, in former DK (Dom Kultury – multi-functional
soviet entertainment centers, where citizens used
to be able to watch films, dance, do sports and follow a hobby, all in one place). When the first clubs
were opened, the arm-chairs were
ripped out, and the podiums where

First clubs
in
post-Soviet
Moscow were
a breath of fresh
wind for youngsters

“I came back to Moscow in
1989 after living in London,” recalls Oleg Odjo, one of the first
nightlife activists and promoters in Russia, who became the
teacher of almost all famous
Moscow DJs. “The terrible thing was that there was
nothing to do in Moscow at night those days! Really nothing. There was only one club – Solaris – in
the Cosmos hotel, and it was not a real club, really a
concert hall. Me and my friend Mark Barry decided
to organize parties for expats. So I went to London
again, came back with Technics vinyl-recorders
and then we started some parties on the ship called
‘Dmitry Furmanov’ But those parties were more like
alternative-music concerts than DJ sets.”
The first Moscow clubs were not as secret and progressive as St. Peterburg’s jives. They were often arranged
for the rich, for former members of the communist party.
Criminals also often met in those first generation of Moscow clubs, such as “Arlekino” and some others. The
floors of these clubs were occasionally splattered with
blood, as those unfriendly looking bald-headed men
held shootouts on the dance floors.
“It was nothing unusual to hear a gun shot while
playing records,” says Alexander Nuzhdin, a postsoviet DJ and showman. “In the early nineties I wit-

screens were, were used as stages.
The DKs were huge buildings, meant
to promote Soviet culture on a local
level, however at the beginning of

nineties they were abandoned and
looked pretty miserable. “Palace” was one of these
former DK with no interior design, a big stage and
bad, echoing sound. Nevertheless, it became one of
the first legendary clubs in Moscow at the time.
Raves come to Moscow
Back to our heroes in St. Petersburg who decided
to bless their Moscow brothers and sisters with something new. The “Gagarin Party;” the first legendary
rave that activists from the Northern City - Ivan Salmaksov, Eugeny Birman and the Haas brothers was
held in Moscow in 1991. Mighty raves like this made
the organizers neither rich or famous, and one of
them, Ivan Salmaksov, disappeared in mysterious circumstances some years later; no body was
found, but his apartment was flayed with blood.
Anyway, these parties were the pioneers of club history in Moscow. Then in 1992-1995, Jazz-cafe, Penthouse, Nightflight , 2x2, Ermitazh, Bely Tarakan (White
Roach), Titanik and Utopia appeared. But that’s the
topic of our next installment of Moscow club history.
To be continued…
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English Divorce
through
Russian Eyes
Olga Mikhailova

Show me a man who hasn’t deceived his wife. Not too many
such men around, unless you include single men. The theme of
love triangles, deception, adultery and so on has been alive
and well in the theatre for hundreds of years.
One of Russia’s best director’s: Vladimir Mirzoev, has produced “Betrayal,” written by 2005 Nobel Prize winner Harold
Pinter. This play is on at the K.S. Stanislavsky theatre. Pinter
admitted that the script for his play was based on real characters: Harold Pinter, journalist Joanne Blackwell and her TV
producer husband Michael Blackwell. In 1983 the producer
David Jones created a screen version of the play, and the love
triangle consisted of Jeremy Irons, Patricia Hodge and Ben
Kingsley. Andrei Merzlikin, Anna Churina and Maxim Sukhanov
play the roles in Moscow. The show, like the play, has been
constructed “back to front,” in reverse chronological order. In
the beginning we see a man and a woman who have had
nothing to do with each other for two years. They had had an
affair sometime in the past, and the lover was the best friend
of the husband. Jerry (the lover) was sure that Robert (the husband) knew nothing about the affair. But he did, and gave
nothing away; they continued to be friends, lunched and
drunk together weekly. Why is it that now, when everything occurred in the past, is Jerry still so upset? Did the husband know
or not – what’s the difference? Step by step, scene to scene,
we move backwards to the beginning of the novel. What do
we see? Love? No, desire. Desire to have a beautiful woman,
even if she is the wife of your best friend. The play was written
thirty years ago, but sounds very contemporary, because it is
not about deceit (deceit doesn’t hurt people; there is no love),
but about betrayal. Yes, for the last hundred years we have got
used to the concept of marriage not being forever; that families are easily made and easily broken, and that thing we call
love really being falling in love plus lust. The ties of friendship, in
contrast to the ties of marriage still seem to us to be solid and
almost sacred. It is the betrayal of a friend that reveals in all
their glory, the formality and moribund nature of our human
relationships, the total loneliness in which modern man lives,
regardless of how many people surround him. Harold Pinter is
famous for his dialogues. The play’s heroes do not show their
true feelings anywhere, they display an English reservedness,
and their silence says more than words. This is not so obvious in
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the Russian version, the director and actors display the full sensitivity of the heroes. There is a lot of body language so even
if you aren’t totally fluent in Russian, there is something for you
here. The actors literally turn you inside out like children who
take dolls apart to find out what is inside them: hidden competition, fear, but no love.
K.C. Stanislavsky Theatre
http://www.teatr-stanislavsky.ru/ April 10,23,30
Are You a Success?
I await your reply to this question with great interest. Successful
or not? Young Belorussian dramatist Pavel Pryazhko’s play is called
a resounding: “A Success.” In the finale, the heroines says quite
simply: “What do you think? Of course it was a success.” The strongest aspect of this premier at TEATRA.DOC, directed by Mikhail
Ugarov is the dialogue. There is no room here for the actors to build
a “fourth wall” between themselves and the audience, as there is
only a meter separating them from each other in this small theatre.
So they are frank, and face the audience directly.
The heroes of this play are young and from a remote part of the
countryside, with no real interests in life. The heroine finishes
school and falls in love as you are supposed to at eighteen. But
he doesn’t love her. His older brother does, and is prepared to
marry her. The age-old love triangle is portrayed in a very modern and accurate way by this young author. Our uneducated
heroes do not have large vocabularies, and I warn all traditionalists: there are words in this show which are hardly acceptable in
the theatre. The dialogue is funny, touching, and dramatic all at
the same time. The action revolves around the wedding. Our
heroine marries somebody she doesn’t really love. How painful it
is, when on the wedding night, your wife doesn’t even want to
look at you. The inability to cloth feelings in the right words actually allows the audience to experience the love and suffering in
the characters’ souls in a direct way; despite the lack of semantics. It doesn’t take long for the couple to drink through all the
money they were given at the wedding, and then they get divorced. Why then has life been successful? Because if, in your life
there has been love, even the most insignificant, you can gratefully smile to the heavens and say: I am a success! P
For April dates, see: http://www.teatrdoc.ru/

Exhibitions

Colours
of Eternity

later period of the XVI century is represented at the balcony level with a wide
variety of items.”

text Elina Rubinova

Exactly a hundred years ago in 1909,
after centuries of general perception
that icons were painted by believers only
for believers, they were finally rediscovered as artifacts. The Russian private icon
collectors – Stepan Ryabushinsky and
Ilya Ostroukhov opened the first private
icon museum. Later, in 1913, they showed
their collection of ancient icons at the
celebrations dedicated to of 300 years
of Romanov dynasty. For the first time,
the drying oil and dust on the icons that
made them very dark was cleaned off.
Vivid colors became visible: painted in

The exhibition “Masterpieces of Russian Icon painting of XIV-XVI centuries”
is dedicated to the 100th anniversary of
iconography as art
This exhibition, run by The Museum of
Private Collections, one of the departments of the Pushkin Fine Arts Museum,
has already been called the event of
the season. One does not have to be a
Russian or an Orthodox believer to enjoy the exhibition. It’s hard to say what
is the most impressive aspect of this
exhibition – the flaming golden colors
of beautifully restored exhibits, sophisticated Russian iconic history, or the
dramatic history of private 20th century art collection, complete with serial
wars, revolutions and property expropriations. After the revolution of 1917,
large number of icons was destroyed;
precious icons were taken abroad and
sold on the Western market. However
many ancient pieces of art miraculously survived the turmoil as if proving
their divine origin which was ascribed
to them by Orthodox believers: theologically, icons are revealed images of
invisible things.
The initiative for this ongoing exhibition came from the Private Museum of
Russian Icons that has been open in
Moscow since 2006. It was supported by
the Pushkin Fine Arts Museum that provided excellent curator’s work and museum space to host over 130 icons from
23 private collections both from Russia
and abroad. Most of the exhibits – over
90 pieces, have never been on display.
Mrs Alina Loginova, an art critic and curator of the exhibition, says that “despite
the fact that museum space was tight,
it was crucially important to position
the exhibits properly. The exhibition is
not organized chronologically, but aesthetically. The largest icons of the XV-XVI
centuries, the real gems of this exposition, are in the main exhibition hall in the
atrium. The second floor offers smaller
and very rare XIVth century works, the

Icon « Our Lady of Odigitria”
(«Georgian »).End of the XV century,

the Russian avant-garde which rejected realism and developed its own laws
of perspective, is clearly rooted in icon
painting.

Icon «Crucifixion ».The end of 1520-1530 ies.
Moscow region, Collection of К. Voronin
egg tempera on wooden frames covered with a layer of gesso (a primer) artists apply to a surface before painting on
it. Gesso makes the surface stiffer and
thus colors shine.
To make the surface shiny, the icons
seemed to be aflame with hues made of
glowing embers and molten gold. It was
in those days that Henry Matisse visited
Moscow and first came into contact with
icons. This had a tremendous impact on
his future work. Matisse is known to have
said: “I am in love with their moving simplicity. In these icons, the soul of the artist
who painted them opens up like a mystical flower. I spent 10 years searching for
what your artists discovered in the 14th
century.” At the beginning of the 20th
century, icons became the source of
new expression and artistic innovations;

In the USSR, the only private icon exhibition was held in 1974 at the Museum
of Andrei Rublev; thanks to the efforts of
several restoration experts and art historians. Mrs Alina Loginova, one of the
organizers recalls: “it was a matter of
tremendous will and courage to organize such an exhibition. Most collectors
stayed anonymous for security reasons
– art collecting, further more collecting religious objects, was perceived as
something antisocialist and financially
illegal.” The Soviet period put a brake
on things, but icon-collecting as well as
icon painting never died out, even under the long years of Communism. There
is now a flourishing collectors market
and this current exhibition is a vivid acknowledgement of this fact.
The list of contributors to the exhibition
comprises both famous restoration experts of the past decades (collections of
K. Voronin, M. Elisavetin, Vorobiev’s family) and a new generation of collectors,
such as businessmen Mikhail Abramov,
the founder of the Private Museum of
Russian Icons, former rock-musician A.
Lipnitsky,
gallery owner and widely
known collector of provocative contemporary art Gary Tatintsian, and American
businessman, Mr. Gordon Lankton. P
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Georgy Filippovsky,
Catcher of the Elusive
text, Olga Slobodkina-von Bromssen

Illustration for ‘Odessa Stories’
by Isaac Babel

Many works created by artists repressed or silenced during the Soviet
times were saved by private collectors.
Such is the case with Grigory Georgievich Filippovsky, a classic name in the field
of book illustrations.

Born in Minsk in 1909, G.G. Filippovsky’s
whole creative career is nevertheless
connected with Moscow where he
moved at the end of the 1920s.
His paintings, subtle in color and sophisticated in technique, seem to convey the
mood of the artist’s inner world. “Behind
the Wings” (1932) captures the miraculous atmosphere of life in the theatre
while “Leningrad” (1937) is a somewhat
gloomy painting, seeming to foreshadow
the catastrophe of World War II and the
tragic blockade of the eponymous city.
His works also include a number of portraits of artists who Filippovsky was friends
with: Painter Lev Zevin (1935), Architect A.
Pevzner (1952), writer Samuil Marshak (1962),
artist Vladimir Miloshevsky (1979) as well as
several portraits of poet Boris Pasternak.
Pasternak and Filippovsky met in 1955,
and their friendship lasted until the poet’s
death in 1960. “Pasternak at the Grand
Piano at his Dacha in Pererdelkino, near
Moscow” (1956), two pencil portraits of
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In addition, during their acquaintance,
Filippovsky created a new series of illustrations for Pasternak’s translation of
Shakespeare’s “Hamlet.”
Filippovsky was closely linked with the
so-called “Group of 13,” a group of painters, which included Zevin, Miloshevsky, the
Burlyuk brothers, the Kashin sisters, Drevin,
Udaltsova, Mavrina, Kuzmin and others. In
the words of Kazanszhan, the group were
“Russian impressionists with a good, solid
realistic foundation,” although, in the heyday of Socialist Realism, they were clearly
distinct from the establishment art world.
Filippovsky studied at the All-Russian
Higher Art Workshop, which in the 1920s
ranked as one of the best art schools in
Europe. His teachers were Gerasimov, who
gave the artist his initial academic base,
Osmyorkin, who taught him audacity and
scrupulous attention to form, and Drevin,
who imparted the subtlety characteristic
of the Group of 13’s work. Filippovsky’s Portrait of a Girl (1951), stands as a fine example of the artistic credo of the Group of 13.

Illustration for ‘Death by Tarelkin,’
by Sukhovo-Fobylin

An artist who in 1938 fell victim to the
Stalinist terror, Filippovsky was imprisoned
on trumped-up charges and later exiled
to the town of Syktyvkar, where he nevertheless managed to work as a theatre
designer. Freed in 1948, Filippovsky returned to Moscow to start working as a
book illustrator, one of the few creative
outlets available to persecuted artists. He
died in 1987. For the first time a solo show
was organized at the house-museum of
book publisher I.D. Sytin in 1995 by a private art collector Emmil Kazandzhan. The
paintings and drawings were hung in two
beautiful exhibition rooms at Tverskaya
Ulitsa 12, and revealed different aspects
of the artist’s amazing talent. Since then
many other exhibitions of Filippovsky have
been held in Moscow, including at the
Tretyakov Gallery, The Pushkin Museum
of Fine Arts, The Kovcheg Gallery, the A-3
Gallery, and the Literary Museum.

the poet (1955) and, finally, a portrait
entitled “Pasternak as Hamlet” (1956);
all these portraits “are seeking to grasp
the fundamental” as the poet wrote in
one of his poems. “To the catcher of the
elusive, Grigory Georgievich Filippovsky,”
wrote Pasternak as an inscription on one
of his portraits painted by the artist.

In fact, Kazandzhan wonders why Filippovsky was not a member of the Group
himself.

Illustration for ‘Odessa Stories’
by Isaac Babel

The range of fiction which the artist illustrated is enormous: from Konstantin Fedin’s “Towns and Years” to Geovagnoli’s
“Spartakus”, Paul Scarron’s “The Comic
Novel”, William Thackeray’s “Vanity Fair”
and Maupassants’s short stories.
His original drawings for Alfonse
Daudet’s “Tartarin de Tarascon” (1965),
Moliere’s “Don Juan” (1951), SukhovoKobylin’s “Dramativ Trilogy” (1936) and
Boris Pilnyak’s “The Naked Year” (1965)
have also survived thanked to Kazandzhan’s efforts. Part of his collection of
Filippovsky’s works are drawings for Hoffman’s “The Nutcracker” (1955), the phantasmal color world; a striking contrast

Art History
Illustration for ‘Odessa Stories’
by Isaac Babel

Kazandzhan thinks that Filippovsky
the artist started with his illustrations to
“Odessa Stories” by Isaak Babel, which
appeared in 1931. Filippovsky was only 22
at that time, but his debut was very successful. Babel himself liked Filippovsky’s
works. Maxim Gorky also approved of
them. After that A.M. Efros, one of the
leading figures of Moscow cultural life of
that time, offered Filippovsky to work for

After the gulag a new period of the
artist’s creativity began. He was commissioned to make illustrations for two volumes
of Balzac and Flaubert alongside with other outstanding artists – Kuzmin, Miloshevsky,
Mavrina and Bekhteev. The most important work was given to Filippovsky. He was
entrusted to illustrate “Salambo”, the only
historical novel by Flaubert and the highly
philosophic novel by Honore de Balzac “La
Peau de chagrin”/ “The Shagrin Skin”.
Emil Kazandzhan himself has made a
unique contribution to Russian culture. During the Soviet period, the collector acquired a great deal of art from “under-

Illustration for ‘Odessa Stories’
by Isaac Babel

with the black-and-white drawings for
Balzac’s “Eugenie Grandet,” the French
author’s novel about the pragmatic life
of the French bourgeoisie.

the Academia Publishers. That’s where
the artist illustrated “Spartakus”, “Hamlet”, Scarron and Tegner. It was a good
time in the Soviet book publishing. Many
wonderful books with superb illustrations
were published. But then came 1937 and
Academia was dispersed. Filippovsky
and Babel were sent to gulags. However,
unlike Babel, Filippovsky survived and
was released thanks to the intercession
of Kukryniksy (the acronym of 3 famous
Soviet satirical artists – Kupriyanov, Krylov
and Sokolov).

ground” painters, literally saving the works
from total destruction. His collection includes works by such Russian 20th century
artists as P. Kuznetsiv, V. Lebedev, N. Krymov, A. Rylov, A. Tyshler, A. Fonvizin, V. Ryndin, N. Kuzmin, T. Mavrina, A. Ivanov, A. Sofronova, V. Yakovlev, M. Akselrod and
others. “Sometimes I would buy pictures,
which had been lying in dusty piles, from
the artists’ widows,” says Kazandzhan. “It
was only after restorers Tamara Aristarkhova and Larisa Yashkina had worked their
wonders with them that they became
works of art again.” P
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Stanislavsky and
text Raymond Stults, photos Oleg Migachev, Svetlana Postoenko

Photo: Oleg Migachev

NemirovichDanchenko

The

Though hardly boasting a brand name
like “Bolshoi Ballet,” the ballet troupe of the
Stanislavsky and Nemirovich-Danchenko
Musical Theater plays a very significant
and perhaps sometimes undervalued role
on the Moscow dance scene.

Dmitry Bryantsev, who choreographed a
host of new ballets, none of which is currently performed, though one is scheduled
for revival in July and several others, including his very successful “The Taming of the
Shrew,” are due to reappear next season.

Over the past year, following the appointment of former Bolshoi Theater star
dancer Sergei Filin as its artistic director,
the troupe has emerged from a long period of hardship and uncertain direction to
hold promise of creating the most exciting and perhaps revolutionary repertoire
in the entire world of Russian ballet.

In the summer of 2003, the Stanislavsky
and Nemirovich-Danchenko closed its
doors for a thorough-going renovation and
expansion, and for nearly three-and-ahalf years its dancers were forced to lead
a gypsy-like existence, touring extensively
and occasionally performing on some borrowed stage in Moscow. Adding to their
woes was the sudden disappearance of
Bryantsev on private visit to the Czech Republic in June 2004. Some eight months
later, Bryantsev’s body was discovered in
a forest near Prague, his death the result
of a murder thought to be connected with
some transaction in which he was involved.

The Stanislavsky and NemirovichDanchenko, as we know it today, was
formed through an amalgamation, completed in 1941, of the experimental opera
companies created by two renowned
theatrical directors, Konstantin Stanislavsky and Vladimir Nemirovich-Danchenko, and a dance company called the
Moscow Art Ballet.
For most of the three decades that followed, the theater’s ballet troupe was led
by choreographer Vladimir Burmeyster,
whose enchanting and very distinctive
version of “Swan Lake” still remains in the
theater’s repertoire and whose “Esmeralda” is scheduled to re-join the repertoire
later this year. Burmeyster was followed,
from 1971 to 1984, by Alexei Chichinadze, of
whose choreographic achievements only
“Don Quixote” is still on view, and from 1985
until his mysterious death 20 years later by
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Appointed to succeed Bryantsev was
Mikhail Lavrovsky, a star dancer of the
Bolshoi from the 1960s to the 1980s. Lavrovsky presided over the troupe’s return
to its home stage in the autumn of 2006
and remained its director until the spring
of last year. Mainly to be remembered
from Lavrovsky’s brief period in charge
is the stunning production of American
choreographer John Neumeier’s “The
Seagull,” which demonstrated a grasp
of contemporary ballet previously unequaled at the theater.
In assuming artistic directorship of the

ballet troupe, Filin brought to an end a
distinguished 20-year-long career at the
Bolshoi, where he was widely regarded
as its most elegant male soloist and highly
prized as a partner by his female counterparts. Like Lavrovsky, Filin is not -- or at least
not yet – a choreographer. His tasks are to
raise still higher the already high standard
of dance on display at the theater, to
seek out new dance talent and to bring to
fresh and innovative choreography to the
theater’s stage. After less than a year at
the job, he has already taken significant
strides in all three of those directions.
The current season at the Stanislavsky &
Nemirovich-Danchenko has already seen
two ballet premieres. In December, longtime Bolshoi balletmaster Yury Grigorovich

Ballet
revived his very first major ballet, “Stone
Flower,” created for the Kirov (now Mariinsky) Theater in 1957 and brought to the
Bolshoi two years later, where it played
until Grigorovich’s departure in 1995. At
the very end of March came “Napoli,” a
19th-century classic, choreographed for
Copenhagen’s Royal Danish Ballet in 1842
by the legendary August Bournonville and
authentically re-created for the Stanislavsky and Nemirovich-Danchenko by Frank
Andersen, one of Bournonville’s successors
as head of the Copenhagen troupe.
The theater’s final premiere of the season is a triple-bill scheduled for late July
and begins a parade of works by leading contemporary choreographers that,
if carried out as now planned, seems
almost certain to turn the Stanislavsky
and Nemirovich-Danchenko into Russia’s
most cutting-edge theater of ballet.
Featured on the triple-bill will be a
work called “Na Floresta, by the highly
acclaimed Nacho Duato, artistic director of Spain’s Compania Nacional de
Danza. So impressed was Duato by the
Stanislavsky and Nemirovich-Danchenko’s dancers when he came to Moscow
to cast the production that he has already promised a return to the theater
to produce a completely new ballet.
Together with “Na Floresta” will be a
staging of the late British choreographer
Frederick Ashton’s “Marguerite and Armand,” a compact re-telling of the familiar tale found in Alexandre Dumas the
Younger’s novel “Dame aux Camellias.”
Created it 1963 for Margot Fonteyn and
Rudolf Nureyev, it served to revitalize the
great ballerina in the closing phase of her
distinguished career. Dancing Fonteyn’s
part will be two senior members of the
Stanislavsky and Nemirovich-Danchenko

ballet troupe, Tatyana Chernobrovkina,
at the height of her career probably the
finest ballerina to be seen on the Moscow
stage, and Natalya Ledovskaya. A revival
of Bryantsev’s “The Ghostly Ball,” danced
to music of Frederic Chopin, is set to round
out the July triple-bill.
Next season will bring to the theater a
towering figure in world of ballet, Czechborn Jiri Kilian, the long-time director of
the Netherlands Dance Theater, who until
now has steadfastly refused to stage his
ballets in Russia as a protest against action
taken by the Soviet Union in Prague in the
summer of 1968. Kilian recently created his
100th ballet, and from his vast storehouse
of works he is planning to present two that
are set to music of Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart, “Six Dances” and “Petit Mort,” the
latter a very popular ballet that has been
danced by companies throughout the
world since its creation in 1993.
Svetlana Postoenko

Another highlight of next season will be
the staging of a yet-to-be-determined
ballet by Jorma Elo, the highly acclaimed
Finnish-born artistic director of the Boston
Ballet in the United States.
Looking beyond next season, the theater
has reached at least preliminary agreement with three other prominent choreographers. John Neumeier, who expressed
great satisfaction with the level of dancing
achieved by the troupe in “The Seagull,” is
due to return to the theater with “The Little
Mermaid,” a work he created in 2005 for
the Royal Danish Ballet. The Bolshoi’s recently departed balletmaster, Alexei Ratmansky, is expected to stage his “Anna
Karenina,” which also premiered with the
Royal Danish Ballet and has subsequently
been staged in Vilnius, Lithuania. And
something can also be expected from
Frenchman Jean-Christophe Maillot, who
has achieved wonders of choreography in
his 15 years as director of Monaco’s Ballets
de Monte-Carlo.
Ballet is costly form of theater. And the
plans for coming seasons described
above were largely drawn up before
the current financial crisis took hold in
Russia. When the full impact of the crisis
finally strikes home, at least some of
what Filin and the Stanislavsky-Nemirovich-Danchenko hope to present may
have to be postponed or cancelled. As
of now, however, they seem determined
to forge ahead and, come what may,
transform the theater into Russia’s liveliest and most-forward-looking venue for
ballet. P

“Vokaliz,” music by S. Rakhmaninov,
choreography by D. Bryantsev. In the
picture: Honoured Russian artist N. Krapivina, Honoured artist G. Smilevski

Episode from “Stony flower” ballet,
music by S.Prokofiev, choreography
by Y. Grigorovich,the performers: M.
Semenyachenko and A. Lubimov
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The
Reel

Thing
text Dominic Esler, photos Oleg Migachev
Scotland has experienced a growing interest in traditional
forms of dancing over the last two decades, a surge that has
been mirrored abroad amongst both expatriate and local
communities. There are two main types of Scottish dancing:
ceilidh and Scottish country. Both types are easy to pick up,
fairly energetic, and attract people of all ages. Ceilidhs (the
Scots Gaelic term for a social dance, pronounced KAY-lee)
are held frequently across Scotland at events such as school
parties, university balls, and weddings. Scottish country
dancing, although connected to ceilidh dancing, is distinguished by its greater complexity and formality. It is usually
conducted in formations known as “sets,” lines of three or
four couples facing each other. There are several steps that
reappear frequently, making it increasingly easy to pick up
new dances.
Scottish country dancing is also strictly regulated by the
Royal Scottish Country Dance Society (RSCDS) based in Edinburgh, which has over 20,000 members around the world.
The RSCDS provides official recognition to new branches, supervises a five-unit teacher training program, and organises
several annual residential dance schools across Scotland, the
largest of which takes place every summer in St Andrews.
The history of Scottish country dancing in Moscow dates
back to 1993, when the St. Andrews Society of Moscow was
set up by several Scottish expats. The wife of one of the
founders, Irene Mackie, began organising dance classes – although few Russians took part at this time. After the
Mackies left Russia in 1997, teaching duties were taken up by
Russians and local members quickly became the majority. In
2001 these enthusiasts were visited by a group of professionals from Scotland, who demonstrated the level needed to
properly master the dances. As a result of this experience the
group’s then-leader, Catherine Finogenova, attended the St.
Andrews summer school several times, eventually passing all
five teaching exams.
The Moscow School of Scottish Dancing received official
RSCDS recognition in 2005, and is now comprised of around
thirty members, a number of whom participate in a demonstration group that performs at corporate functions as well as
the various annual St. Andrews Society events, including the
Burns Night supper (January) and the St. Andrews Ball (December). Meanwhile, interest in Scottish dancing is gradually
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There aren’t many places in this city where
you can regularly meet men in kilts. Or where
Russians and foreigners can dance and
socialise at the same time. Fortunately, the
Moscow School of Scottish Dancing offers the
opportunity to do all of these things.

spreading across Russia: there are now separate organisations in Krasnodar and St. Petersburg.
The group is currently managed by two young Muscovites,
both of whom have passed the first three teaching units and
are thus “preliminarily certified” teachers. Olga Ivanova,
principal consultant at recruiting agency Antal International,
discovered dancing after becoming interested in Scotland
during a school trip, going on to study an MBA at St. Andrews
University in 2006. Government scientist and Emergency Rescue Service volunteer Misha Smagin came by another route,
after his karate teacher encouraged him to take up some
kind of dancing to get his legs more limber. Seven years later
the karate has gone but Misha is still dancing.
As the dancers are almost entirely Russian, the classes
are usually conducted in that language. But this shouldn’t
put foreigners off: all of the teachers speak English and the
dance steps themselves are called by their original English
terms. English teacher Lisa Birchall has been attending since
the start of the year. Lisa joined the group after spotting an
ad for it, having taken part in ceilidhs while studying at Durham University: “I would definitely recommend it for other
expats who want to meet Russians in a friendly and informal environment.” Classes are held three times a week, and
once a month there is a social so that all of the hard work
can be put into practice.
Olga and Misha will be returning to St. Andrews this summer
to take their final two teaching exams, with a group of around
ten joining them. The summer school, which is held during the
last two weeks of July and the first two of August, hosts several
hundred people at any one time, with participants coming
from all over the world. Besides being great fun, the trip to
Scotland also fulfils a very practical purpose: sporrans and
skean dhus aren’t that easy to find in Russia.
Classes cost 200 rubles, take place three times a week:
20:00-22:00 on Wednesdays and Thursdays (advanced level), M: Frunzenskaya; and 11:00-13:00 on Sundays at Kitay
Gorod. It’s necessary to email in advance: rscds_russia@yahoo.com. For more information (in Russian) visit the website
‘http://scottishdance.ru/’. Information on the Krasnodar
group (with limited English translation) can be found at
‘http://www.dannsa.ru/’. P
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A Journey into

Stalinist Moscow of the

1930s – 1950s
text and photos Dr. Olga Zinovieva
In the early 1930s, Josef Stalin became
the sole leader of Soviet Russia and was
able to focus on the industrial development of the country that he had been
fighting so vigorously for with his rivals. His
political and economic reforms through
the Five-Year Plans were to turn Russia into a leading world power. This was
the realization of a provocative dream,

such sacrifice was well known; whether it
was a temple in Ancient Egypt or a Jesuit
monastery. Stalin was a brilliant choreographer of mass ceremonies but he badly
needed ceremonial locations, broad
squares, straight avenues and lavishly
decorated palaces.
The constructivism of the 1920s, archi-

ior Cathedral, where both Soviet and international architects worked was held.
During the competition, directions to follow classical style with its symmetry, columns, porticos and decorations; to show
the grandeur of soviet power had trickled down to competitor-architects. Never actually completed, the Palace of the
Soviets, topped with a statue of Vladimir
Lenin, became an architectural ghost on
the Moscow skyline, influencing many of
the buildings of 1930s-1950s.
Classical style, originating from Ancient
Greece but based on much older traditions, has appeared more than once
in the course of history under different
names of: classicism, neo-classicism,
revival or pseudo-classicism due to certain economic and political conditions.
In short, it has appeared in conditions of
stability or when stability is desired. Stalin
wanted to link his empire with the respectable past of Russia with its rich culture
and history, and plaster the wounds of the
Revolution. The Classical style was ideal

Contemporary Moscow skyline, still
dominated by Stalinist architecture

considering the drama with the ruined
economy, shortages, disruption of supplies and the brain drain caused by the
October Revolution of 1917 and the Civil
War that ensued.
One of the urgent goals the Bolshevik
Party set itself was to make people work
very hard for the sake of the bright future.
Stalin’s life experience and unfinished
education at a theological seminary in
Georgia had helped him recognize that
art, music and architecture could inspire
people to sacrifice themselves on the
labor and agricultural battlefields. The
role that monumental propaganda in
different cultures had played in fostering
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tecturally austere, almost complete devoid of any decor, could hardly support
examples of dedicated labor or glorious
pictures of Soviet prosperity.
Moscow was to become the supreme
world capital, the sacred city of communist ideology, the lifetime monument
to Josef Stalin, the farther and the sun of
the nation. With this mission fixed in their
minds, the government centralized and
structured all independent creative societies and individuals into unions of musicians, artists or architects. Prior to that,
already in 1931, the last open competition for the project of the Palace of the
Soviets on the site of the Christ the Sav-

for that. Russian classical churches and
estates nearby served as brilliant inspiration. Adorned with pompous baroque
features, classicism had convincing potential to tell stories in brick and stucco,
giving advice, promise and warning.
From the early 1930s, strong recommendations to use a fusion of artistic
methods so that architectural ensembles
should include sculptures, murals, mosaics, stain glass, and putting a strong
emphasis on Egyptian art, were written
about in the Soviet press.
Aware of the new trends, Alexei Shusev,
one of the most recognized church archi-

City Beat
tects before the 1917 revolution, created
Lenin’s Mausoleum in Red Square in the
style of an Egyptian tomb with the immortal pharaoh-god in a glass sarcophagus. Red Square soon became hallowed
ground where atheistic ceremonies were
enacted. Very soon the presence of a
pantheon of new soviet gods of labor,
maternity, agriculture or sports in brass
and stone would be felt in palaces, metro stations, parks and squares.
No other epoch could boast of the use
of so many symbolic decorative elements
borrowed from different cultures, religions
and historical periods. Ancient symbols
were used out of context and have been
perceived as Soviet emblems since then.
The 1935 Master Plan of Moscow Development initiated monumental changes
to the city. With total property ownership, means and funds concentrated in
the hands of the state; which was both
the sole client and executer, and with
cheap, almost slave-labor, the govern-

lometer-long line. The new city design
was comprehensive, and included construction of new factories, schools and
universities, hospitals, department stores,
offices, apartment buildings and parks.
One can find evidence for this all over
the city now. Decding whether to praise
or criticize the work is complex. A lot of
beautiful churches and monasteries, as
well as romantic wooden houses disappeared, but a new capital was erected
– we should not forget that when in 1918
the Soviet government changed its seat
from St. Petersburg to Moscow, it had not
been the capital city for 200 years.
In 1939 All-Union Exhibition of Agriculture, now VVTs was opened as a huge
outdoor propaganda venue. A true
paradise on Earth with palaces of dairy
products, gardens and orchards, stables,
monuments to horses and portraits of the
heroes of agricultural labor. The most famous Soviet sculpture of the Worker and
the Kolkhoz Woman created by Vera
Mukhina for the International Exhibition in

style after the War. World War II of 1941-1945
being a cultural phenomenon contributed
a lot into to Soviet music, literature, art and
architecture. It is amazing that regardless
of all the hardships endured, construction
never stopped in Moscow, it just slowed
down. Already in 1943, the Council for the
Reconstruction of Destroyed Cities was
established. Soviet architects created a
Napoleonic anthem to victory. The shapes
of the buildings became more elaborate,
balconies and cornices heavier, arches
bigger. More weapons, including contemporary armaments and ancient helmets
and spikes, as well as banners, drums,
horns were used to show the glory of the
army, which ensured the victory.
The seven towers or high-rise palaces,
which appeared on the Moscow landscape between 1947 and 1953, presented
the peak and the farewell of the Stalinist
era. They have become definitive landmarks, reminiscent of both Kremlin towers
and Russian temples at the same time.
Towering into the skies they were palaces
Fairytale view of the All-Union Exhibition of Agriculture (now All-Russian Exhibition Center) in
Prospect Mira. Ceremonial Square of Collective Farms and the “Stone Flower” Founrtain
(architect Konstantin Topuridze, sculptor
Prokopiy Dobrinin, 1954) and Pavilion of the
Ukrainian SSR (architects Alexei Tatsii, 1939)

Apartment building for the Military
Engineering Academy (Ivan Golosov,
1934-1936, Yauzsky Blv., 2/1) shows many
similarities with the Egyptian idea of the
eternity of the existing power

ment was able to rebuild the city in a
record time. The main streets, including
current Tverskaya and Prospect Mira
were broadened, houses were either
demolished or moved away. A new ring
of squares around the Kremlin was created, the Moskva and Yauza rivers were
decked in granite embankments and
crossed 11 bridges. In 1937, Moscow was
connected with the Volga River by a canal, with ports, locks and embankments
all lavishly decorated with sculptures of
Lenin and Stalin. The first Metro line was
opened in May 1935; and before Stalin’s
death in 1953, 40 underground palaces
[stations] were created along the 50 ki-

Paris of 1938 made a journey back home
and was mounted there. They wrote
songs and made movies about it, guides
told convincing stories of the wellbeing of
Soviet collective farmers. After WWII, the
place was renamed as the All-Russian Exhibition of Economic Achievements and
became even more triumphant with new
palaces for all fifteen Soviet Republics, industry pavilions, recreational parks, lakes,
fountains and statues of leaders.
One can define two periods of Stalinist architecture: before WWII, when it was
an eclectic mixture of classicism and baroque, enriched with Russian national traditions and an equally eclectic empirical

where the Soviet elite worked, studied and
lived: two apartment buildings, two hotels,
two office buildings and the Moscow State
University. Designed by seven groups of architects they followed the same style but
have their unique characteristics, elaborately decorated with sculptures, ceramics, mosaics and natural stone.
Being very controversial, Stalinist architecture is not easy to understand: some
people consider it very heavy and imposing, others could see the work of very
talented architects. Best to view it in full
light as it was created for a dream, some
kind of a fairy tale, where the sky is always
blue and the sun is bright. P
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V V Mayakovsky. 1893-1930.
Poet, revolutionary, Futurist, Constructivist,
propagandist, cartoonist.
Suicide. Serial lover. Voyager.

A normal upbringing (like most later-to-be revolutionaries) in Georgia
(like You Know Who), socialist even before being expelled from school for
not paying the fees. Radicalism, imprisonment, life on the move and renown as a poet followed. At 22 he met the first of the loves of his life, the
wife of his publisher. Leading up to the war and the revolution, he was a
prominent futurist and anti-war activist, somehow reconciling the inherent contradictions there. The titles of his best known works: ‘A slap in the
Face of Public Taste’ and ‘A Cloud in Trousers’ give an idea. He was in
Petrograd, at the Smolny Institute no less when The Revolution broke out,
and he put his talent to the Bolsheviks’ service. He travelled widely, and
combined poetry with practically inventing ‘agit-prop’ and the shop window propaganda poster (so-called ‘Rosta’ art) - deeply intellectual poetry and graphics for the masses. Stalin’s crackdown on artistic freedom
was insufferable to the artists who had contributed to it, and after turning
against the regime with biting satire – ‘The Bathhouse’ and ‘The Bed Bug’,
he took his own life in 1930: ‘It is your turn to speak, Comrade Mauser’.
Stalin’s eulogy to his importance finished his reputation off.

“Art is
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held up to reality, but
a hammer with which
to shape it” -

VVM
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If you need that question,
don’t start – there is no finish.

But.

One visit to the
Mayakosvky Museum tells all.
One visit is essential –

go!

A hundred visits will still leave
you confused. The antidote
to dusty musty crusty pickled
still life museums. No

“museum feet”

from teenagers – they love it from the outset.
Ephemeral chaos welded in steel: anarchic
utopianism, hope and despair in solid form.
No need for right angles, nothing right or
rightist. You will be left. Left astounded. Left
confused. Left inspired.

-l
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The Museum – “a tour round Mayakovsky’s brain” – Moscow Taxi

“L
en
in

Understanding Mayakovsky is not easy. Enjoying the museum is. While Mayakovsky’s
collaborators Rodchenko and Popova enjoy a spectacular exhibition at the Tate Modern in London, why not have a slice of the action back home in Moscow? The museum is in strikingly constructivist style – eschewing such bourgeois fripperies as
vertical and horizontal, or even rooms and walls – it is a maze of steel
framed avenues and dark corners.
Fittingly, access to the Museum requires turning one’s back
on the Lubyanka prison/HQ, and sidestepping though an
anarchic bookshop, whence the amazing tilted entrance
beckons. The subterranean cloakroom sets the scene, with
its dozen twisted chairs to represent absent poetical friends,
disappeared or casualties of the revolution. You are then led
to the top floor, and descend through Mayakovsky’s live in
a gradual, disbalancing spiral. Key episodes of his life are
presented in different tableaux, some conventional as in his
working study, some soaring flights of fancy, as for example
the skeletal aeroplane, with our hero as the engine.

Images of Lenin are for conversing with – seemingly the
only way to have a reasonable chat with the Leader. Given
Mayakovsky’s loud and brusque style, a discourse Lenin must
have been a noisy affair. Every Russian speaker will tell you
that translating Mayakovsky is impossible as Pushkin, and it
must be understood in the original. If so, this constrains the
meaning of the museum, but there is still more than
enough to excite and entertain – and trouble
and question.

Lenin – lives,
Lenin - will live!” VVM (after the Bible)

ide of
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It is hidden

Lubyanka,

spitting dista
nce of the
Cheka-NKVD
-KGB-FSB.

Mayakosky. Hopeless

romantic. Aggressive revolutionary.
Creator of agit-prop and Rosta window propaganda. Devoted futurist,
the supreme antihistoricist. Supporter
of Lenin, the great historical destinist.
Total poet, only accessible to the
cognoscenti; satirical cartoonist, the
message of the new brilliantly available for the masses.
“the incident dissolved”
the love boat
smashed against reality.
I’m through with life
and [we] should absolve
mutual hurts, grudges and anxieties. –

last words, VVM

Ha!

Epilogue
Contradictions and aspirations: Mayakovsky was a flamboyant character. He gave his life to the revolution, twice. Was it
worth it? He did well from the original revolution, lionised and
allowed to travel, and love, freely, a luxury hardly afforded less
equal equals. Death at 37 by his own hand, not in a camp or
prison allows him cult status.
Do I like him? Do I agree with him? Does it matter? Do you?
If you have understood this article – you have missed the point.
Construct your own Mayakovsky.
Postscript
For a more conventional Mayakovsky, see his statue strutting
with stone jaw outside, and inside the Metro station bearing his
name. That is by a margin the finest station on the system – railway architecture a guarantee of a poet’s immortality. His very
conventional grave, with headstone, is a Novodiveichy. P
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Medicine

When
Help
text and photos John Harrison
“We were flying back to Moscow after a
break in Dubai over Christmas. I started to
feel the same discomfort that I had felt over
the past few days. My fiancee is a doctor,
she diagnosed that it was probably my appendix. Not wishing to take any risks, and
the pain increasing, we went straight from
Domodedovo airport to the EMC (European
Medical center) clinic in Moscow; I trust the
people there after a knee operation last
summer. At the door, doctor Pierre Konchalovsky met me, I was given tests and admitted for surgery which took place a couple of
hours later. I was out again in two days.”

you
Need It

Moscow-based publisher and retail
magnate John Ortega’s story, dramatic as
it may seem, is not unusual for staff at EMC
or any one of the few medical centers catering for foreigners in Russia. “Over half of
the cases coming here [EMC] are emergency situations, Leonid Mikhailovich Petchatnikov, Medical Director at EMC said.
Leonid Mikhailovich Petchatnikov,
Medical Director at EMC

Help

Birger Oldorff, Business Development
Manager, INTERNATIONAL SOS, said that
they have on average of 350 calls coming
in a day at their Alarm Center in Moscow,
which coordinates INTERNATIONAL SOS’s
services in Russia. “People call in needing help: anything from broken glasses
on a Saturday night to a heart attack on
an oil rig in Siberia.” INTERNATIONAL SOS’s
clients are international corporations, of
which there are several thousand in Russia, he commented.

Most visitors and expats who work for
corporations expect their employers to
provide medical insurance that will allow
them to be treated in the same way as
they would be at home. They do not want
to be treated as a Russian in a Russian hospital or clinic. For them, this is part of the
package that the company offers them
and their families when hiring somebody
to work in Russia. As Birger Oldorff, put it:
“There is the cultural aspect, then there is
the procedural difference, this is not to say
that one system is better or worse than another; they are just different. An American
is used to being treated differently than
anybody else from any other country, as is
a Japanese or Canadian.” A particularly
sore point is children. If something happens
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to an expat’s children, the first thing he or
she is going to do is to leave the country,”
commented Oldorff.
But why should people have to leave
Russia, surely there are enough good-quality hospitals here? Perhaps. Nobody will argue about the high standards of Russian
medical training. Many Russian-trained
doctors speak rather negatively of the
state medical system. As Leonid Pechatnikov commented: “Medicine in the Soviet
Union was available to all, but the quality
of care was always bad. Now the situation
is different. If I know that I don’t have the
right medicines and I know that if I have
money I can buy them in a chemist. In Soviet times, you couldn’t get hold of these
medicines for the love of money. It was always very difficult for me psychologically.
I knew that it was possible for me to help
somebody, but because of lack of money,
because of lack of medicines, helping was
impossible, and that person died. There are
millions of Russians who have kidney problems and need treatment. In some countries, diabetes problems are taken care of;
you come into a clinic two or three times a
week, open a newspaper or watch television, and your blood is cleaned. In the Soviet Union, only 4% of diabetes-sufferers had
access to these facilities. Now the figure
is up to 10%. Today in Russia, if somebody
has enough money, he can always find a
way to get treatment outside of the state
system. Today, high quality medical care is
only available for the well-off.”
When the Russian health care system
is going to improve, is a question that a
lot of people would like to know the answer to. Undoubtedly the talent is there,
the problem is when. Pierre Konchalovsky
commented: “If you take as an example
French hospitals, they achieved the high
standards after a great deal of efforts
had been made, and after many years,
and with very significant government investment. We are talking about a period
of 20, 30 or 40 years. I consider that a similar period in Russia is necessary.”
Alexander Lazarev, Vice-President &
Group Division Director of AIG Life in Russia added: “It is not only the medical infrastructure that is lacking. If it takes an ambulance 45 minutes to get to a patient having
a heart attack in Moscow, it doesn’t matter what state-of-the-art facilities are available, the patient will probably die. Even if
we [AIG Life] arrange medical care, we still
recommend that the patient rings the 03
service to make sure that they get emergency local help asap. Our doctor may

Medicine
arrive first, but this is not a risk we are prepared to take.” AIG Life, like SOS international concentrates on corporate clients,
with the accent on preventative care and
emergency help. Most of AIG Life’s clients
are Russians both working in Russia, and
increasingly, travelling abroad. The company recommends corporate clients insuring with a Russia-based company familiar
with the situation on the ground here, that
has a wide network of providers.

John Ortega shortly
after being admitted to EMC

Another major criticism leveled at the
system is that the head doctor takes all the
responsibility, thus reducing the responsibility
of individual hospital practitioners. Idiosyncrasies within the Russian healthcare system
create problems for citizens from other countries posted here, as they simply are unable
to cope. Expatriates who have lived here for
any years, who speak good Russian or have
capable Russian friends, are in a different
situation, but they may not be handle an
emergency as well as they think. Medical in-

Costs in private clinics are not cheap
when compared to Russian facilities. Leonid
Pechatnikov explained the situation a EMC:
“Expenses are very high. Firstly there is the
rent, apparently it will fall now although it is

surances packages for individual foreigners
are actually quite hard to come by, and policies may not include cover for some afflictions. You have to read the fine print. “Such
insurance services are improving, however
they still have a long way to go,” commented Birger Oldorff. “A company like BUPA or
Sigma’s international packages will cover
situations like by-pass surgery, but this might
involve evacuation, particularly if the patient
is outside of Moscow and St. Petersburg. Russian medical insurance companies do not.”
INTERNATIONAL SOS organizes between
three and six evacuations a week form Russia. Evacuation is not always straightforward,
the logistics problems involved in arranging
a passport for a new born child who gets
seriously ill, for example, are not straightforward,” he added.
All of this means that the few centers
that do offer western-standard services
in Russia are doing well. EMC, the only
private facility whose foreign doctors are
completely legalized to work in Russia, for
example, is expanding its Moscow operations this summer, with the opening of a
5,600 sq. meter facility with 4 operating
theaters (up from their present two), 30
beds (to augment their present 15) and
new equipment. At present, the number
of hospital beds in facilities where doctors
are able to at least speak English, is ridiculously low; “there is EMC, AMC, the INTERNATIONAL SOS clinics, UPDK and a couple
of others, all of which together offer only
about 100 hospital beds. Moscow and St.
Petersburg are far better served than elsewhere,” said Alexander Lazarev. “It takes
as much effort to legalize a foreign doc-

not clear exactly when. Secondly, the salaries of foreign doctors who work here. Not
every doctor is suitable for our work here,
and not every doctor will leave France,
German or England and will travel to Russia,
these people need to be compensated at
the right level. We demand that they rent a
flat very near to the clinic, and this is a very
expensive part of Moscow. All of this reflects
on our prices, although the level of profit is
less than in cheap clinics.” Cost, however, is
a relative thing. John Ortega commented:
“I don’t have a total cost yet, they took a run
on my credit card before I went into surgery,
and blocked Euro 5200, however the treatment is not all over yet. If I got something
like this done in America, the clinic would
bill the insurance company twenty or thirty
thousand dollars.”
Doctor Pierre Konchalovsky

tor in Russia as it does to legalize a Russian
doctor in Europe,” commented Leonid
Pechatnikov. Previously, doctors at foreign
embassies cared for the needs of their employees. After the appearance of medical
clinics of European level , some embassies,
like the French embassy, have stopped offering medical services altogether.

Clearly being insured by a reputable insurance company which offers full cover,
including evacuation if necessary is essential for an expatriate working in Russia for
any length of time. For the rest of us who
are not employed by corporations, or who
have recently lost our jobs, perhaps the
time has come to hunt for a decent insurance policy on offer here. Let me know if
you find any please. P
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Book Review

Andrei
Sinyavsky‑
Ivan the Fool
in Russian
Folk Belief

Under a
Blood Red
Sky-Kate
Furnivall

text Claire Masden
Utopia - a land where the credit crunch
does not exist, a place where the homeless are as happy as the oligarchs and your
friends possess the powers to protect and
provide. This is of course nonsense: the stuff
of fairy tales and my main problem with Kate
Furnivall’s novel, Under a Blood Red Sky. Furnivall weaves the plot of two women: Sofia
and Anna, who befriend one another in the
Davinsky Labour Camp in Siberia 1933. It’s
a compelling read with Furnivall leading us
from the horrors of the camp, back to the
turbulence of 1917 St. Petersburg before returning to 1933 and the starving but resilient
village of Tivil. Despite horrific conditions, the
violent deaths and the insatiable iron hold
of communism; we laugh out loud at the
observations and comments of some of the
more colorful characters and appreciate
the haunting beauty of the Russian countryside. However, I was not satisfied; everything
seemed to slot together too easily, their lives
intertwined too unrealistically and the magic of some; too fanciful for the gritty nature
of the story. The golden protagonists lost all
credibility as they deceived death time and
time again and, without giving away the
ending, found the Holy Grail they’d been
searching for. How could such magic work
alongside this historical, if romantic account
of Stalin’s Russia? It shouldn’t. Then I started
Ivan the Fool.
Ivan the Fool is Andrei Sinyavsky’s study into
the cultural history of Russia and its folk tales. It
delves deep into the art of story telling in Russia
and looks at how, thankfully, this art form has
not diminished but continues to flourish and
adapt to the rigors of modern life. Sinyavsky
is an acclaimed satirical novelist and literary
critic who emigrated to France in 1973 after his
incarceration in a Soviet Labour camp.
The opening chapters automatically made
me think of Under a Blood Red Sky. The importance and beauty of gold and therefore the
presence of golden haired princesses or warrior tsarinas in folk tales so closely resembled
Furnivall’s Sophia. A character who uses her
beauty, inner strength and magical powers
to survive the camps, complete her lengthy,
hazardous journey to Tivil, outwit party chairmen and bewitch men, boys and party secretaries alike. The presence of dogs and cats
throughout this story could also be linked to
the talking animals of Russian folk lore.
However it is the character Rafik who interests me the most. Being the seventh son
of the seventh son he possesses an ancient
gypsy power to manipulate minds. Although
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using this power, he is sentencing himself
to an agonising death, he continues to do
so in order to save and protect the starving
village. He and his three friends: the giant
blacksmith, the stern school mistress and the
unlikely hero; Chairman Fomenko work together under the cloak of darkness to aid the
escape of political prisoners. They hide such
unfortunates in secret chambers and deliver
messages via a hidden hut in the forest. They
use chants, symbols and the gypsy’s ability
to fool the soldiers.
This and Rafik’s relationship with and protection of the foolish and outspoken priest and
his talk of the “old beliefs” runs parallel with
Sinyavsky’s later discussions on the schism and
the religious sects. We learn of the disturbing
stories of self burial which were evident in 17th,
18th and 19th centuries. We see its influence
in the hidden chamber in Tivil, the terrifying
hours in which the young hero, Pyotr is trapped
under the floor of the former church and and
then again in Rafik’s room in which Sofia first
awakes. It was “like no room she had ever
seen.” It was painted a midnight blue covered with stars and “a pale ethereal moon” in
each corner and in the centre of the ceiling
“lay a huge painted eye.” More disturbing for
the claustrophobic fugitive is the fact that this
room had no windows and in fact it was more
like a cellar or a prison.
After reading Ivan the Fool I had to return to
Under a Blood Red Sky. Sinyavsky opens our
eyes to the theory, formulaic nature and beauty of the Russian folk tale and Furnivall uses their
influence in her tale of love and courage in
Stalin’s Russia.
“Good triumphs not only in heaven, but also
on earth, usually by magic means. Magic here
is an expression of divine truth, divine will and
divine justice. Sometimes divine justice is done
without magic, as if by chance, as, say, when
the heroes cast lots to decide who shall take
which road, or shoot arrows into the air to decide who shall get which bride . . .”
Is it divine justice that in a moment of
epiphany Sofia realises “that the life she’d
been pretending she and Mikhail could lead
elsewhere was never destined to happen?”
Utopia may not be something we experience but a little escapism into the land of
fairy tales and the magic belief that the dispossessed can overcome the powers that
be, is surely not such a bad thing is it?
Under a Blood Red Sky by Kate Furnivall
available from Amazon.com
Ivan the Fool The Study of Russian Folk Belief
by Andrei Sinyavsky published by Glas. P
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Successful Broomball Season
text and photos Andrew Mullen
Even though there were delays of the games due to some
spells of warm weather, the Moscow Broomball League managed to finish its playing season outdoors, as befits tradition.
17 teams (11 men’s teams and six women’s teams) competed
this year on the ice at the German Embassy to see who would
be the best. Twice a week roughly 250 men and women put
on their hockey gear, took up their veniki, and went out for 60
minutes of fun on the ice.

any season and last year’s Gold medalist, took the Silver and the
plucky Chicks with Sticks earned the Bronze medal once again.
Even though the games have finished and the medal winners have been determined, the season is not truly over until the
Broomball Ball takes place. This year on March 14th at the Leningradskaya Hilton, the Moscow Broomball league once again
held its annual Ball in order to toast the team and individual
winners and celebrate another great season of Broomball...
...and look forward to the next season.

P

Oliver’s War Dance
Johann [the player in the black jersey] strikes again!

For those who have never seen Moscow Broomball, it is
somewhat similar to the Broomball played in the rest of the
world, which generally uses the IFBA (International Federation of Broomball Associations) rules, but there are differences.
The “brooms” are quite different. The brooms in the Moscow
Broomball League are made from the local veniki, and tape
and string are used to shape them into a stick not unlike a field
hockey stick. The nets and balls used in the Moscow Broomball
League are much smaller than those used in IFBA. The Moscow Broomball league currently plays on the frozen-over tennis courts of the German Embassy, whereas IFBA tends to be
played on a larger ice surface. More information can be found
at the League’s Website (www.moscowbroomball.org).
The 2008-2009 Season
The 43rd season of the Moscow Broomball League came to
a close last Tuesday with the final one-game playoff between
the Finn Lions and the Pazhalstasticks, playing in possibly the
most thrilling and emotionally charged game of the season.
The powerhouse Finn Lions defeated the Pazhalstasticks to take
the Gold medal for the second time in three years, with the Pazhalstasticks, who just seemed to get better with every game
this year, earning the Silver. The German Eagles, last year’s
Gold medalist, took the Bronze in the exciting final game of the
regular season against the Pazhalstasticks.
The Suomi tradition of excellence was carried over into the
Women’s league, as the Finnladies took the Gold medal, being the only undefeated team in either the Men’s or Women’s
league this year. The Valkyries, who are a serious contender in
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text Dominic Esler
Times get tough for expats in Moscow
Exchange rates may have stabilised since
Christmas, but expat employees, whose
services are traditionally two or three times
more expensive than Russians, continue to
feel the pinch as jobs are cut and salaries
lowered. Many have already left Russia
to find new work abroad, while others are
weighing their options.
Joris van Gelder was an early victim of
the crisis. An Industrial Design graduate
from Holland, Joris came to Moscow in
August after securing a place in one of
the city’s top design studios, expecting to
stay Russia for at least two years. In October, the studio’s budget for self-initiated
projects – the area in which Joris worked
– was cut in favour of client projects, and
he learnt that his contract would not be
extended at the end of the three-month
trial period. At this time, the crisis hadn’t
made a big impact in Holland, as Joris jokes: “My friends and I came to the
conclusion that I might be one of the first
Dutch victims of the crisis.”
Back in Holland, Joris discovered that
the design world had been badly hit in
both countries. Around 70% of his university class have yet to find work in design,
while most of the remainder are currently
studying towards Ph.Ds. Joris eventually
dropped the job hunt to start his own design studio, having discovered that the
crisis offers good opportunities for small
companies. Despite his short stay, Joris
doesn’t regret coming to Russia.
Like Joris, Ivan and Maya also left Moscow before the end of 2008, although of
their own volition. The Serbian couple, architects working in a joint Serbo-Russian
firm, had been in Russia for almost eighteen months before the situation started
to deteriorate in September. “For us, it
started with late payments for our flat.
Next our monthly salary payment also
started to get late, at first by few days,
and then by almost a month. Finally in
December the director of the firm came
out with a new proposal: 30 % less payment from January. For us that was too
much, and the atmosphere in the firm
was becoming even stranger than usual.
So we decided to quit.”
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The couple tried to find new work in Moscow, “But as the crisis was already on, we
didn’t manage to find suitable work for us.
We were searching for almost two months,
and in the end we found something. But
not in Moscow. Not in Russia, either. We
had to make a fast decision in practically
two weeks. And to prepare for moving
out.” They are now in Montenegro: “Happy,
working by the sea, with good conditions,
and practically no crisis on our back.”
Given the frenzied level of construction in Moscow over the last decade it is
no surprise that this is one of the industries most strongly affected by the crisis.
Another sector that has suffered particularly badly is finance. Passport talked to
an expat manager working at one of the
Big Four accounting firms, who revealed
that there has already been one wave
of redundancies, with a second expected in May or June; at the moment
everyone is waiting for the email to go
around. Although this sector is traditionally more immune to recessions than
banking (all companies, especially those
going bankrupt, need audits), Tom thinks
that the world of accounting is merely
“a few months behind the curve.” According to him, many expats working in
finance have come to Russia for a short
career burst, and Moscow begins to look
increasingly unattractive when stripped
of its former air of opportunity. However,
redundancy will not come as a huge
shock for many in the sector: “Everyone
that came out to Russia took a risk.”
For others, the economic downturn has
only exacerbated the existing difficulties
affecting foreign workers. Michelle, a
bilingual English teacher from America,
had already been hurt by the 2007 visa
changes, which eliminated the possibility of living permanently in Russia on a
multi-entry visa. A qualified and experienced language teacher, Michelle had
to leave her well-paid job as a governess
(with a dollar salary) at the start of 2008
because the agency she worked for
wasn’t authorised to grant work permits.
Now teaching English in one of Moscow’s top language agencies, Michelle’s
ruble salary has dropped by 40% against
the dollar since autumn, and the number
of corporate clients has also decreased.

illustration: Dominica Harrison

EXPAT EXODUS?

Michelle began searching for private clients last year in order to supplement her
income, only to find that this market had
also shrunk: in December her waiting list
disappeared entirely for the first time.
The situation has started to improve
since the beginning of the year, as more
corporate clients trickle in, but the lower salary continues to make life difficult
– especially if the rouble depreciates
even further in the future. Despite having originally planned to live in Russia for
about ten years, Michelle now finds herself considering an early departure. Fortunately she has some job protection: as
a tenured teacher it won’t be difficult for
her to find a new position in America.
For those without this kind of security,
the return home is less certain: an important difference between today’s crisis
and that of 1998. Elizabeth, an English
teacher working in a private school in
the south of Moscow, observes: “Some of
my American teaching friends have said
that they are better riding out the crisis in
Moscow because it is harder to get a job
back home at the moment.”
And yet, while everyone seems to know
somebody that has left, or is considering
doing so, how large is the scale of the
problem?
Hard figures are understandably difficult to come by, with employers and employees hesitant to discuss such a sensitive
issue. Serious organisations such as the
Association of European Business (AEB) or
the Russo-British Chamber of Commerce
(RBCC) have not yet noticed a significant
expat exodus, although so far, no surveys
have been conducted. For the moment
only circumstantial evidence exists.
IntermarkSavills, a major real estate
agency dealing with expats in Moscow,
has only noticed a drop of around 5% in
the number of expatriate home-finding
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briefs for those relocating to Moscow
for the first time in 2009. According to
Galina Tkach, the company’s Leasing Department Director, “We are not
witnessing a significant flight of expatriates back to their home countries;
rather they are seeking ways in which to
stay in Moscow and navigate the economic turbulence in a more cost-efficient way.” Although the average rental budget decreased by approximately
32% between October 2008 and March
2009, there has been an increase in the
number of expats “taking advantage
of current market opportunities and are
opting to move apartments within the
city that offer a more attractive pricing
and location proposition.”
Other estate agencies have noticed a
more significant change. According to
Andrey Sado, director of the Residential
Rental Department at Penny Lane, the
influx of expats has slowed significantly.
While last year 90% of requests came
from new arrivals (and the other 10% from
expats relocating within the city), this figure has now dropped to 65-70%. Sado
also notes that Penny Lane has overseen

many terminations – up to five a month.
Surprisingly, the international relocating
companies have not noticed an increase in
removals. Reiner Reints, Director of the Moscow branch of Corstjens Worldwide Movers
Group, told Passport that he has seen little
change over the past six months, and that
it is currently a quiet season as usual (things
usually start to pick up in April and May).
Spokespersons for AIM and Allied Pickfords
also confirmed that there hasn’t been a significant change in business.
Sherman Pereira, Regional Director of
Crown Relocations, notes that although the
last months of 2008 saw an increase in departures, these have actually dropped since
the start of 2009. However, in common with
Penny Lane and IntermarkSavills, Crown Relocations has also observed a simultaneous
decrease in new arrivals: “We have seen an
overall slowdown in expats making Moscow
their new home. Companies are still and will
continue to send expats to Russia; however,
we expect to see this trending downwards
compared to previous years.”
It looks like many expats are unwilling to
leave Russia so easily, and are knuckling

down for the long haul. Chris Helmbrecht
is managing director of an advertising
agency called KOLLEKTIV, and is widely
known among the expat community for
the popular social events he organises
around Moscow. While Chris has seen a
drop of around 30% in the number of
people attending his parties, he has also
noticed a change in the attitude of those
that remain: “Many have more work or they
just don’t feel like going out and spending money. I have more people on my list
now, because most people like to network
these days and are also looking for a good
party rather than spending time at some
club. People are afraid and are looking for
new contacts so they can use them to find
a new job, in case they get laid off.”
Life has certainly got harder for expats
in Moscow, but so far it looks like the number of those leaving Russia remains a
trickle rather than a flood. However, some
are predicting that the worse may be yet
to come. According to Nathan Hunt,
president of the Canada Eurasia Russia
Business Association: “If any mass exodus
takes place, I would expect it around
early summer.” P
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English-language bookshops

in Moscow
text Dominic Esler
photos Alina Ganenko

Biblio Globus
6/3 Ul. Myasnitskaya, Building 1
M: Lubyanka
http://www.biblio-globus.ru/
Biblio Globus rivals Dom Knigi in size and irritating muzak.
The bookshop has a large collection of English-language
novels (250r) which, although piled haphazardly, retain a
rough alphabetical order. Decent selection of classics.

Bookhunter
9 Krivokolenny Per., Building 1
M: Chistye Prudy
http://bookhunter.ru/
The popular English bookshop formerly known as Anglia,
has been renamed and relocated. A medium sized collection with good coverage of all areas; particularly good for its
sections dedicated to Russian history and Russian literature
in translation.

Britannia
28 Ul. Bakhrushina
M: Paveletskaya
www.britannia-elt.ru/
English-language books can be found
in small numbers at bookshops throughout Moscow, but the best and largest
selections are listed below. Where prices
are indicated they are intended only as
a rough guide; prices vary widely (and
seemingly arbitrarily), so it’s worth shopping around. English-language teaching
materials and linguistic books such as
dictionaries seem particularly prone to
large and unexpected variations. Also
note that some bookshops have closed
recently. Bookberry on Tverskaya has
shut, while the Nikitsky Bulvar branch of
the same shop also appears to be in the
process of closure. Shakespeare and
Company, near Paveletskaya station,
seems to have closed as well. Don’t forget that the British Council library is also
no longer open.

This easy-to-miss bookshop has a decent collection of novels, histories and other English-language books, but is most
valuable for language teaching materials, of which it has an
extremely extensive and well-organized collection. Prices
are low, and made even lower by teacher discounts. A small
selection of children’s literature, and lots of audio CDs.

Bukva (Letter)
17 Zubovsky Bul., Korpus 1.
M: Park Kultury
Hidden on the third floor of Bukva is an excellent Englishlanguage bookshop that rivals Dom Innostranoy Knigi for
size and variety. Novels (350-500r), children’s literature, travel
guides, art and history books are all well represented, and
many, less common classics are on offer.

Dom Innostranoy Knigi (House of Foreign Books)
18/7 Kuznetsky Most
M: Kuznetsky Most
http://www.mdk-arbat.ru/
Opened in 1936, this is the most central bookshop dedicated to English literature, as well as the most attractive.
Dom Innostranoy Knigi has a wide range of all kinds of texts,
although a surprisingly paltry offering for children. Novels are
slightly more expensive than Dom Knigi or Biblio Globus (350r
and up).

Dom Knigi (House of Books)
8 Novy Arbat
M: Arbatskaya
http://www.mdk-arbat.ru/
Moscow’s most popular bookshop has a large English-language selection (250r), with a comprehensive range of classic titles (120-250r). Some second-hand English-language art
books are located on the ground floor.
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Molodaya Gvardiya (Young Guard)
28 Ul. Bolshaya Polyanka
M: Polyanka
http://www.bookmg.ru/
Small selection of cheap novels and an extensive
English-teaching section with extremely low prices: Raymond Murphy’s standard English grammar is currently
on sale here for 532r, while the most recent (20 07) comprehensive Oxford Russian-English dictionary is 910r.
Both are several hundred roubles cheaper than at most
other shops.

Moskva
8 Ul. Tverskaya
M: Tverskaya, Pushkinskaya, Chekhovskaya
www.moscowbooks.ru/
The most central bookshop in the city has a relatively small
English-language section, with a handful of classics and audio CDs.

Relod
23/8 Bolshaya Dmitrovka
M: Pushkinskaya
http://www.relod.ru/
Small, attractive shop dedicated mainly to Oxford University Press classics and teaching materials, although with a
good range of novels (250r). Prices are low: Oxford classics
cost 150-200r, Penguin classics 250r and up, while cheaper
Penguin editions 80r.

Respublika
1 Ul. Tverskaya-Yamskaya, House 10
M: Mayakovsksya
Respublika has a small collection of overpriced novels
(400r and up), and is far more interesting for its excellent
range of imported notebooks (including Moleskine). A must
for those who prefer to write on lines rather than squares.

Universum
16/5 Malaya Nikitskaya, Building 1
M: Barrikadnaya
This atmospheric antique store has a nice disorderly collection of cheap second-hand novels (120r), with an eclectic
range of titles. There are also some older collector’s editions
of classics, a handful of English videos and DVDs (100-300r),
and a fantastic selection of all kinds of dictionaries and linguistic books, in all languages.

American Center
1 Ul. Nikoloyamskaya
M: Taganskaya
www.amc.ru
The American Center library has a large selection of
American novels and other books. Members can withdraw
a maximum of three books at once. To become a member
you first need to join the State Library of Foreign Literature
(the building in which the American Center is located). Take
your passport and a passport photo.
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How To
A selection of places & prices
TENNIS
Megasfera (tennis center): (495) 221-06-93
Indoor courts only. 1,400r per hour (9am6pm during the week), 1,700r (9am-10pm,
weekends). Early morning is cheaper:
1,000r (7am-9am, any day).
Six persons or more – pay 2,100r per court
(about 350 r per each person)
Renting a racket – 200r, a ball – 200r
Trainer – 1,500r per hour.
msfr.ru
Tennis Center On Mosfilmovskaya, (495)
589-50-99
Indoor courts with special professional

Serve
and
Volley
text Elena Krivovyaz
Though tennis and badminton are not of
Russian origin, most Russians have taken
a likening for these games. Not everybody
understands the rules, but that doesn’t
stop people playing on any green lawn
or an open space. The number of professional courts for these activities still leaves
much to be desired in Moscow. But that
shouldn’t stop the keen amateur player.
Schools
An undiscovered resource of sports
grounds is to be found in your local Russian school. Almost every Moscow school
has a gym which can be turned into a
tennis court, volley-ball, and football
pitch. Badminton courts are rarer, because the game is not considered to be
a serious sport, but nevertheless if you talk
to the PT teacher or even the doorman in
your local school and can come along in
the evenings when the school kids aren’t
there, almost anything can be arranged.
Having a Russian friend who can do the
talking for you, if you don’t speak Russian
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can help a lot. Charges range from between 200 and 900 roubles an hour.
Fitness Clubs
Some fitness clubs have special tennis
and badminton courts (see the list below).
So if schools aren’t your thing, you can join a
tennis community in a fitness club. Renting
rackets and balls is possible, but it’s more
reasonable to use your own. Floor coverings are more professional than in your local school. Some of the clubs have both indoor and outdoor tennis courts, which are
usually cheaper than indoor courts. Fitness
clubs can provide a trainer to help you to
improve your skill, at additional costs.
Sports Clubs
Rent a tennis court at a sports club
around Moscow, such as
Megasfera
doesn’t depend so much on how many
people are playing, but on what day it is,
and whether it’s a week-day or not. So if
you have three others to join you, you pay
four times less per person. During the evenings and weekends, the price is considerably higher. You have to book a court in
advance – most clubs only have two or
three tennis courts and they are booked
very quickly. Big sport complexes like Luzhniki have up to six courts, both indoor and
outdoor, with badminton courts as well.

Your shoes
It’s up to you what to put on for a
game, but mind your shoes when you
visit indoor courts. In Luzhniki and many
other sporting clubs you are not allowed
to wear shoes with black rubber soles.
You should warn your friends about this
problem, too.

cover
1,600r per hour (daytime), 1,800r (evenings)
If you bring five persons more and take a
monthly program, you get a discount.
Trainer – 1,500r
Luzhniki Tennis Center, (495)637-02-59,
(495)780-08-08
m. Sportivnaya, Ulitsa Luzhniki, 24
Indoor and outdoor courts
Day-time during the week: 2,250r per hour
(four persons max.), evening-time 2,600r
per hour
Weekdays: 2,400r anytime.
If you subscribe for 2 months or more, you
get 5-10% discount

Fitness Clubs:
Junasport (fitness club), (495) 981-00-71
m. Voikovskaya, Petrovsko-Razumovskaya
Indoor courts with a special professional
cover.
Indoor courts: 1,300r (7am-10am), 1,500r
(evenings), 1,100r (10pm-12pm), 1,500r
(weekdays).
Outdoor courts: 400-700 rubles
Trainer – 1,000 rubles.
junasport.ru

BADMINGTON
Potapovsky Sport Club, 8 (910) 444 0903
m. Chistiye Prudy
1,500 rubles per 2 hours, 1,200 rubles for
a single court per 2 hours
No black soles
Badminton Club Iskra: (499) 248 5014, 8
(916) 520 7854
m. Botanichesky Sad
4 courts with professional rubber cover,
shower and cloak-room
Sport Palace Luzhniki, Malaya Sportivnaya Arena: 8 (916) 444 0903
m. Sportivnaya
One of the best professional courts in
Moscow
1,800 rubles per 2 hours
No black soles
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Permits
text and photos John Harrison
If you take travel costs into account and add on the cost of
acquiring a work permit, getting a visa to live in Russia now
costs thousands of dollars a year. Obtaining a residence permit, something that seemed to be just too much trouble to be
worthwhile, suddenly makes a lot of sense, particularly when
you factor in the fact that the ground rules for getting visas
are changing, constantly. Images of long queues and tests for
bizarre illnesses, however spring to mind when this subject is
broached. Passport’s editor has now got a shiny new residence
permit and is still alive to tell the tale; he outlines the main procedures in this article.
Your first stop is the central “OVIR” (office for visa and registration) office on 42 Pokrovka Street (495) 207-41-34, between KitaiGorod or Chistyye Prudy metro stations. Here you will be told that
there are two stages to the process of becoming a semi-naturalized citizen. Firstly you obtain a “temporary residence permit.”
This is issued for three years, and during this time you can apply
for a full residence permit. Full residence permits are valid for life,
but you have to get it renewed every five years. Renewal involves
confirming your address. So far so good. The catch is that if you
are not married to a Russian, your application for a temporary residence permit will only be considered if you receive a place on a
quota system. The quota is coming down: 600,000 in 2008, 250,000
in 2009 and quite likely no more than 150,000 in 2010. Mayor Yury
Luzhkov has explained this as an attempt to: “ help different areas
of the country to stimulate its own business.” If you are married to
a Russian then you do not have to apply for a place under the
quota system, so jump the next four paragraphs.
If you need to apply under the quota system, then the ladies at
OVIR will give you an application form, which is called: “Заявление
о выдаче Разрешения На Временное Проживание,” (declaration of the issuance of temporary residence status). This form
contains the standard who are you questions, and examples of
how to fill it in are usually to be found on the walls of OVIR. Despite the fact that the tax and immigration services are separate
administrative departments, one official advised me that if you
don’t have a work permit and are not paying taxes, then it is
perhaps best to say you are not working. If you are working in a
registered company that is licensed to employ foreigners, then
a letter from that employer saying how vital you are to the company may help assure a place on the list, as will letters from dignitaries, heroes, the headmaster of your local school where you
teach voluntarily... Migration service specialists also commented
that reuniting with your family if you have children here, studying
on a post-graduate program can help.
The declaration has to be filled out neatly; best by a Russian
as it should be in perfect formal Russian, according to the examples pasted to the walls. Formal Russian differs from ordinary

Russian. The form can also be typed out, but no e l e c t r o n i c
versions are available, and unless you have an old-fashioned
typewriter or dot-matrix printer, it is quite difficult to scan and
print the document correctly. It is advisable to make a few
photocopies of the form to practice on. Make friends with the
official concerned and show him or her pencil practice variants before you submit the final version. Most migration service
officials are overworked and the general stress levels in local
government offices are pretty high. Various documents have
to be attached to the declaration, and it is these documents
which cause the most headaches:
A valid passport with at least 6 months to run translated into
Russian and notarized, 4 photographs should be provided. A
document from your home country stating whether or not you
have a criminal record. A medical certificate, stating that you
are not HIV positive, a document confirmed by your embassy/
recognized Russian government clinics that you are not an alcoholic, a leper, don’t have tuberculosis, syphilis, and VD. That’s all.
If you are going round the clinics authorized by OVIR, then your
first point of call will be the clinic that issues a medical certificate;
but the tests are not all done there, they are done in a variety of
different establishments around Moscow. Gathering all the right
pieces of paper can take time. If you can afford it, AMC does
all the tests for 20,000 rubles in four days; in comparison to a few
hundred roubles and a couple of weeks, if you are not working,
and probably considerably longer if you have a full-time job.
The completed form is handed in at the immigration office at
Большая Ордынка, 16. Строение 4, [Bolshaya Ordinka 16, Str 4),
and whether or not you are in the quota is declared during the
first 10 days of the next month on a notice board at the same
address. If you don’t make it one month you keep on applying
until you are included.

Temporary Residence Permit
When you get your place on the quota, or you are married to a
Russian, the work starts in earnest. This may be the start of a wave of
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How To
Long-time Moscow resident Stephen Laperouse starts
the application procedure at OVIR

be resident if you are not in the country you are applying to live
in for very long.
The big inconvenience about temporary residence status is
that every time you leave Russia you need to get an exit visa,
which is also a re-entry visa. This takes 5 working days and costs
400 roubles. However this is not as inconvenient as it may seem.
Application for the next exit visa can be made the day after
you arrive in the country, and you can come back any time
before the three-year temporary residence permit expires. If
you get to OVIR; where the visa applications are made early in
the morning, there are less people queuing up and the whole
procedure becomes routine.
You need to prove that you have a place to live. This means
that if you don’t own your own flat, you have to not only get the
landlord to register you as a temporary resident, but also to sign
a piece of paper saying that he or she is not against you residing there permanently, something that landlords won’t do. So in
fact you need to have your own place or know somebody who
will basically allow you to be registered indefinitely in their flat.
Ideal if you are married to a Russian (with a flat) or have bought
your own property here.

marriages of convenience in reverse; foreigners marrying Russians
to stay in the country. This time you apply from your local migration
service office, the address of which you can establish from OVIR.
This time the list of documents includes proof of your address, which
basically means that if you are renting, a document stating that
you are registered at a certain address. If you own a flat, then you
need to produce certified copies of your ownership documents,
and an all-clear from the local council office saying you don’t owe
any money in community charges. You also need to prove that you
able to support yourself, meaning money in the bank if you claim
you are not working. I showed them a bank statement saying that I
had 200,000 rubles in my account; no further questions were asked
although this was a few years ago. If you state you are working,
then you will need to submit tax documents.
If you are doing all the footwork yourself, my advice is to allow yourself three visits to a particular establishment for each
document. One day to find the office and make sure that you
are familiar with opening times, charges etc, than another day
to actually get the test or whatever it is done, and another day
to pick up the final document. If you are working, if you manage to get one document a week, you are doing well, and you
need about 15 documents.
Once you have submitted all documents, you will be given
your temporary residence permit within 6 months. It is quite difficult getting all the right documents and filling in the forms correctly, so hearsay has it that if they accept your documents you
are likely to be given the permit, that is unless you are covering
up aspects of your past or present life which may make applying for residence status in Russia difficult.
Then the big day comes when a stamp is put in your passport
giving you the right to live in Russia for three years. This is not a
work permit, you have to get the full permit to get that.

Full Residence Permit
To apply for full residence status means that you should stay
in Russia for most of the time for the year previous to your application, whilst on temporary residence status. It is difficult to
explain to any immigration officer in the world why you want to
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The full permit is a de facto Russian passport, although you
cannot vote. You can use it to come and go from Russia as
many times as you like, get credit to buy a car and so on. It is
a separate document from your passport and does not affect
your own citizenship in any way.
In all, obtaining a full residence permit is time consuming, and
to be honest, emotionally stressful. Be this as it may, times are achanging here in Russia, and have been for a while. P

Restaurant Review

Black Berry
text Charles W. Borden

The new Black Berry in Moscow is not
a smartphone, it’s a trendy, comfortable
upscale restaurant on Tsevtnoi Bulvar, evidenced by the blackberry monogram on
the door. Black Berry is located about a
third of the way up on the right side as you
drive from Chisty Prudhy to the Garden
Ring. Past the door of the modern glass
and polished metal building, the restaurant’s dark earthy tones, subdued design
and spacious high ceilings provide a welcome atmosphere, leaving behind the
traffic jam out front. However, like many of
Moscow’s new generation of restaurants,
where one could forget in which of the
world’s big cities one is dining, this makes
expectations of the food also global.
We were seated in a corner of the third
floor across from a small bar and open
cooking area surrounded by large hang,
ing legs of Jamon Serrano (Spanish dried
ham). A half dozen or so Chinese cooks
were busy at work preparing the sushi
and sashimi that have long been essential on Russian restaurant menus. A group
of Italian “biznesmeny” appear to peer
over the room from a huge wall-sized
black and white photo on the end wall.
The wine list has an interesting international selection of wines and two Australian’s were quickly selected: an Plantagenet Omrah Chardonnay 2006 (2,530r)
and Two Hands Angels Share Syrah 2007
(3,850r). The Angels Share is one of Wine
Spectator’s Top 100 Wines of 2008 with 92
points, a little young to drink now. Note
that these two wines are priced at $17
and $29 respectively in the United States
(also a long way from Sydney), but here
they were $71 and $108 even at the new
depreciated ruble exchange rates. Even
the table grade Hardy’s Stamp Series
Riesling/Gewurztraminer was 290 rubles
per glass almost as much as a full bottle
costs in a Moscow supermarket.
Black Berry’s menu is international
eclectic with the before-mentioned
sushi as well as Asian, Russian, Italian
and other cuisines represented. A large
cheese plate came out first, with several
soft cheeses and chunks of Parmigiano
Reggiano and a large serving of honey.

Around the table orders for starters included Borsch (310r) and Kutabi (370r).
The Kutabi is Central Asian specialty,
a very thin pastry filled with meat, and
these were very tasty. Surprisingly our
host recommended the Caesar Salad
with Chicken (390r) and this proved to be
a good selection and unusual presentation – the chicken pieces were crispy an
overlaid with arugula, very thin slices of
Parmigiano and croutons – though small
the salad was very good. We also tried
out the sushi with a standard California
Roll (560r), which was expensive and unimpressive.

on the wine list, these are substantially
overpriced – but then we are used to this in
Moscow. P

For a main course, while most guests
ordered the Filet Mignon (1260r) or Ribeye (1200r) I ordered that Tortellini with
Ricotta Cheese and Cream and Bacon
Sauce (530r). There were neither praises
nor claims on the steaks but I did enjoy the tortellini, which were perfectly
cooked, and well matched with the
creamy sauce. But I was disappointed
by side order of Shrimp Cutlets with Passion Fruit Sauce (480r), prepared with
chopped shrimp like a Russian cutlet and
but also oily like one.
Black Berry scores high on ambiance
and service, among the best, but with a
few exceptions the food did not match.
Also, though we appreciate the selections
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Wine Tasting

Paris Wine Excursion

text Charles W. Borden

In the time most expats spend in Moscow traffic every day, that expat could
be near one of Europe’s great wine regions or certainly land in the world’s wine
and gastronomic capital – Paris. Times of
crisis create opportunities and this is definitely the time for the frugal wine lover to
leave home. It’s a mystery why people
who just six months ago would gladly
pay twice today’s prices for a trip to
Paris would hesitate to do so now. The Air
France flight from Moscow to Paris cost
just 11,500 rubles and there were just 12
passengers on the flight.
I scored a nice room in sixth arrondissement (Paris has twenty arrondissement or
districts) on Avenue de La Tour-Maubourg
with time to fully explore the neighborhood. As an American who is dazed on
each visit home by the range and assortment of produce, meats and wines at my
local supermarket, Paris invoked a kind of
“shock and awe” due to the assortment
of luscious selections within a kilometer of
my temporary home. Forgetting the hundred or so restaurants within a few blocks,
the most intriguing find was a short block
of shops: three cheese, four produce,
three bakeries, two seafood, two butchers, a honey shop and other specialty
food shops. And this wasn’t even a market. And then there were the other wine
shops, boulangerie (pastry shops) and
chocolaterie (chocolate shops) in the
neighborhood.
This was a visa trip, and in the past the
Russian consulate in Paris (40, boulevard
Lannes, 16th arrondissement) was a good
and quick option. However, the rules have
changed in the past year and unless you
can prove you are a French resident, expect to wait two weeks (why not?). The
Russian consulate staff are extremely polite and pleasant, but those are the rules.
The consulate is open from 9-12, Monday
through Friday.
For this trip, we did some pre-research
to identify some of the better-rated from
the thousands of possibilities to enjoy
food and wine in Paris. Make a reservation – despite the crisis, don’t count on a
table at the better restaurants – make a
reservation.
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Restaurants

Paris restaurants may have a wine-bythe-glass selection but are more likely to
offer bottles and half bottles of better
wines and a carafe of table wines. The
following are recommended:
^

Le Dоme, 108, boulevard Montparnasse,
14th Arrondissement, Metro Montparnasse, tel: +33 1 43 35 13 12
Passport publisher John Ortega was
in town for day one and we started
^
with lunch at Le Dome,
one of his favorites for seafood and a classic French
restaurant directly at the entrance to
the Montparnasse metro station. John
suggested the Soupe de Poisson (fish
soup), a superb heavy and savoury

dark blended soup served with small
toast rounds and a thick Provencal
rouille sauce made from olive oil thickened with breadcrumbs and spices.
The Sole Meuniere, prepared in clarified butter, was delicate and delicious
after the ritual separation of the bones,
head, tail and skin.
Anahuacalli, 30 rue des Bernardins,
Metro Maubert, tel: +33 1 43 26 10 20
For dinner John suggested this longtime favorite for genuine Mexican food,
impossible to find in Moscow and rare in
Paris. Anahuacalli is a Paris fixture founded by two expat Mexican women. We
tried an assortment from the menu and,
though the spices were toned down, the
food was excellent. A rare ethnic treat in
a city dominated by French cuisine.

,
Cafe de l’Esplanade, 52 rue Fabert, 7th
Arrondissement, Metro Tour-Maubourg,
tel: +33 1 47 05 38 80
A recommendation of Philippe Der Megredichian, Moscow private equity executive and now Paris resident, he described
this restaurant as a Novikov model, chic
and trendy. When two dressed-to-the-hilt
attractive ladies were seated next to us
followed by Patrick Bruel, France’s current male pop superstar nearby, I knew
exactly what he meant.
Il Vino de Enrico Bernardo, avenue de
La Tour-Maubourg, 6th Arrondissement,
Metro Tour-Maubourg,
A cozy if not sparse wine restaurant that
exclusively offers wine/food pairings. Or-

der a glass of wine and the chef prepares
an appropriate accompaniment. The
wines offered are worldwide and selected
by Enrico Bernardo, one of France’s noted
sommelier and the proprietor of Il Vino.

Wine Bars
A restaurant is about food while a wine
bar emphasizes the wine, with food as
a necessary accompaniment. A typical
wine bar offers a limited menu to accompany a selected set of wines by the glass.
Wine bars in Paris are not as extensive as
one might expect.
Le Verre Vole, 67 Rue de Lancry, 10 th
,
Arrondissement, Metro Jacques Bonsergent, tel: +33 1 48 03 17 34
Le Verre Vole is a highly recommended small wine bar run by Cyril Bordarier.

Wine Tasting
The ambiance reminds of a ‘60s coffee house with an eclectic set of about
24 chairs and nine tables surrounded

Les Papilles, 30 rue Gay-Lussac, 5th
Arrondissement, tel: +33 1 43 25 20 79

Lavinia, 3-5 boulevard de la Madeleine,
1st arrondissement, tel: +33 01 42 97 20 20

By the time I got to Les Papilles after
leaving Juveniles, it was closing. Said to
be run by two ex-staff of Taillevant, one of
Paris’ top restaurants, this is another recommendation to try next visit.

A three-floor expansive Paris extension
of stores in Barcelona and Madrid with
thousands of exceptional labels from more
than 40 countries. Has a small restaurant
with limited wine/food pairing menu.

Wine Shops
The Nicolas wine shop chain is ubiquitous
in Paris. The windows display imports such
as Yellow Tail from Australia (€5.85) or Fleur
de Cape from South Africa (€5.55) that
are also found in Moscow. It seems that
the French also appreciate some diversity.
But foreigners are in Paris for the local stuff.
Venture into one of the many small wine
shops and ask the proprietor for a suggestion. A few recommended shops are:
La Derniere Goutte (the last drop), 6 rue
de Bourbon Le Chateau, 6th arrondissement, Metro Mabillon, tel: +33 43 29 11 62

by four walls of wine bottles and eight
chalkboard menus. Thankfully, I got
there early because the tables were
entirely booked, marked with small
Post-It notes. I managed to get a Plat
du Jour (daily plate), just outstanding,
with a series of glasses of white and red
wines suggested by the server. The Plat
du Jour consisted of Magret de Canard
du Gers Sauce Sate with Haricots Verts
Blancs Espanols (€17), tender sliced
duck breast laid on large white beans.
Fish La Boissonnerie, 69 rue de Seine,
,
,
Metro Odeon tel: +33 1 43 54 34 69
Recommended by Moscow investment veteran and Paris resident Joel
Babb, he got us a reservation for an
8:30 seating despite the crowds. Set
in a small comfortable space stripped
down to it ancient brickwork and wood
beams and trim, Fish offers a small
menu with about five white and red
wines by the glass. Entre+plat+dessert
was €36.50 and wines ranged from €10
and up.
Juveniles, 47 Rue de Richelieu, 1st
Arrondissement, tel: +33 1 42 97 46 49
Expat proprietor Tim Johnston offers a
multi-national assortment of small plate
dishes paired with an equally eclectic
selection of wines: Australian Shiraz, California Zinfandels as well as French. He
is a specialist at cigar/wine and spirits
pairing. Unfortunately, Juveniles was full
when I arrived. I’ll try next time.

The shop is a sister establishment of
Fish, and recommended Joel Babb. Proprietor Juan Sanchez is strong on wines
from southern France (Cotes du Rhone,
Rousillon) and hosts Saturday-afternoonwith-the-winemaker-wine tastings.
Bacchus et Ariane, 4 rue Lobineau, 6th
arrondissement, Metro Mabillon,
tel: +33 1 46 34 12 94
www.bacchus-ariane.com
This wine shop specializes in wines from
,
,
proprietaires recoltants (winemakers who
grow their own grapes), with emphasis on
Burgundy.

Vinvin, 114 Avenue Achille Peretti, 92200
Neuilly-Sur-Seine, tel: +33 1 46 24 19 19
www.vivin.fr
Another recommendation by Joel
Babb, Vivin is a wonderful cave in the
oldest building in Neuilly at the edge of
Paris.

Paris Tips
Don’t bother with a car. Parking is impossible and Paris has a metro and bus
system that rivals Moscow. Take a KLM bus
from the airport (Eur 16.50) to the center
and a taxi from there to your hotel.
,
Bicycle rentals – Paris has a Velib rental
program with hundreds of automated
service points around the city. Pick up
,
a bike and return to another Velib point
within 30 minutes. A daily pass costs €1
and a weekly pass €5 for an unlimited
number of 30 minute rides.
Don’t wait for the airport to buy wine
– the selection is poor and the price
points tend to be high. Some Paris wine
shops have a special shipping box that
well-protects bottles for check-in. Twelve
bottles should still weigh under the airline
20kg limit.
Food delivery – Paris is big on delivery.
You can arrange delivery from everything from small shops to Auchan.
Dogs –don’t be surprised to see a dog
under a table at even the best Paris establishments. Also, watch your step on
the sidewalk.
Japanese food – Paris has its share. If
you hanker for sushi or udon or other Japanese try Rue Sainte-Anne where there
are a dozen or so Japanese restaurants.
From the lines in front it looks like Higuma
or Kunitoraya are good bets.
Google Street Walk – Paris is fully covered so you can take a walking tour from
home of virtually every street – look up,
down, ahead and behind and get an
idea about where you are headed before hand.
Watch your bags especially in busy
tourist areas. Paris has a very sophisticated street crime establishment. P
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Wine & Dine Listings
AMERICAN

Wednesdays. Open 7:00-22:30.

915-1042; 938-5775.

Cipollino

52/6 Kosmodamianskaya Nab,, 787-9800/3202,

M. Leninsky Propekt

Coffee-and cream-colored stylish Italian eatery

M. Paveletskaya

Vanille

a stone's throw from Christ the Savior Cathe-

City Grill

Hip French and Japanese near Christ the Savior

Contemporary European cuisine, modern

Cathedral. Open noon-midnight.

interior. Open noon-2:00.

1 Ul. Ostozhenka, 202-3341.

2/30 Sadovaya-Triumfalnaya Ul., 699-0953.

M. Kropotkinskaya

M. Taganskaya

M. Mayakovskaya

Vogue Cafe

Flat Iron Bar & Roadhouse

Coffee Mania

European food, top clientele. Hip and elegant

Good daytime business meeting venue next to

partnership with Vogue magazine. Modern,

Moscow Conservatory. Open 24 hours.

continental menu. Open Mon.-Thurs., 20:30-

13 Ulitsa Bolshaya Nikitskaya

01:00, Fri., 20:30-02:00, Sat., noon-02:00,

775-5188, 775-4310, www.cofffeemania.ru

Sun., noon-01:00.

M. Arbatskaya, Biblioteka im. Lenina

7/9 Ul. Kuznetsky Most, 623-1701.

American Bar & Grill
Hamburgers, steaks, bacon & eggs and more.
Children’s room on weekends. Open 24 hours.
2/1 1st Tverskaya-Yamskaya Ul., 250-9525.
M. Mayakovskaya
59 Ul. Zemlyanoi Val, 912-3621/3615.

Located in the Courtyard Marriot. Americanstyle pub with great cuisine and meat dishes.
7 Voznesensky Pereulok, 937-3077.
M. Tverskaya, Pushkinskaya, Chekhovskaya
T.G.I. Friday’s

M. Kuznetsky Most

dral. Three halls with numerous divans make for
cozy dining in this upmarket restaurant.
Open noon-6:00.
7 Soimonovsky Proyezd, Bldg.1,
695-2936, 695-2950.
M. Kropotkinskaya
Da Giacomo
An exact copy of Da Giacomo in New York and
Milan. This spacious two-level restaurant is
heavy with authentic Italian furniture and brica-brac… Open noon-23:00.
25/20 Spiridonovka Ul., 746-6964.

American favorites in a cozy wood-paneled set-

Cutty Sark

ting. Open noon-midnight.

Restaurant made to look like a luxury yacht.

18/2 Tverskaya Ul., 694-3921/2497.

Aquarium with live lobsters and crabs; oyster

M. Pushkinskaya, Tverskaya

bar; over 40 varieties of fresh fish. Seasonal

1/2 Leninsky Prospekt, 238-3200.

offerings from the chef. Extensive selection of

M. Oktyabrskaya

wine, spirits, cigars. "Captain's Cabin" VIP room.

33 Ul. Zemlyanoi Val (in Atrium Mall), 970-1187.

Open 11:00-midnight.

M. Kuznetsky Most

See www.tgifridays.ru for additional locations.

12 Novinsky Bulvar, 691-3350, 691-3374.

Zolotoi Kupol

Starlite Diner

M. Smolenskaya, Barrikadnaya

Upmarket restaurant serving Caucasian and

American ‘50s-style diner. Extensive menu with

Dantes

pan-European cuisine. Wide selection of bever-

Roberto

great breakfasts, cheeseburgers, milkshakes.

Several dining halls. Menu consists of European

ages. Open 24 hours.

Cozy, classy Italian.

Open 24 hours.

and Soviet dishes. Dantes gives a master-class

Gorki-10, 70/2 Rublyovo-Uspenskoye Shosse,

Open 11:00-midnight.

6 Prospekt Vernadskogo, 783-4037.

in style to Moscow`s upmarket cocktail crowd.

634-5278.

20 Rozhdesventkiy Bulvar,

M. Universitet

Open 24 hours.

M. Molodyozhnaya

628-1944

16 Ul. Bolshaya Sadovaya, 650-0246.

13 Myasnitskaya Ul., Bldg.1

Wokstudio Cafe

M. Mayakovskaya

Tel. 621-4688, M. Chistiye Prudy

Pan-Asian cuisine served 24/7.

9a Ul. Korovy Val, 959-8919.

GALEREYA

Moscow’s only Philippine restaurant.

M. Oktyabrskaya

Trendy, lavish and expensive. The place to see

ASIAN

and be seen. Open 24 hours.

Yu Cafe
DJ cafe with inexpensive but good-quality
food, drinks and house music. Open weekdays
10:00-midnight.
4 Pushechnaya Ul., 271-8865.

10 2nd Tverskaya-Yamskaya,
234-1953

M.Barrikadnaya, www.litelife.ru
Mario
Delightful elegance and style with best-quality
Italian dishes.
Open noon-last guest.
17 Ul. Klimashkina, 253-6505.
M. Barrikadnaya

M. Kuznetsky Most
Semifreddo
A little bit of everything. Large selection of
wines and spirits, including grappa and cognac.
Open noon-23:00.

27 Ul. Petrovka, 937-4544.

M. Mayakovskaya

Named after White Desert Sun, one of the

M. Pushkinskaya

5 Rings Restaurant

M. Park Kultury

USSR’s favorite films. An eclectic Asian menu

KAI RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE

European and Russian cuisine with cozy atmo-

Spago

that includes Azerbaijan and Uzbek cuisine. Open

Contemporary French cuisine with an Asian

noon-midnight.

touch. 2nd floor of Swissotel Krasnye Holmy.

29 Ul. Neglinnaya, 625-2596, 200-6836

52/6 Kosmodamianskaya nab.

M. Kuznetsky Most, Teatralnaya

221-5358

Blue elephant

M.Paveletskaya

ITALIAN

Thai cuisine with impeccable service. Try the

Observatoire

Adriatico

Royal Thai Platter to sample a range of Thai

Excelllent – and expensive European cuisine –

Mediterranean and Italian food of all kinds.

specialties. Three-elephant rating means very

with attentive service in a relaxed atmosphere.

Open noon-midnight

ICHIBAN BOSHI

spicy; no elephants means it’s mild enough to

Valet parking available. Free wi-fi. Open noon-

3 Blagoveschensky pereulok Bldg 1

High-quality, affordable Japanese with cool

serve the kids. Open noon-midnight.

midnight.

(495)650-7914, 771-1545

ambience.

31 Novinsky Bulvar, 580-7757. M. Barrikadnaya

22 Bolshaya Yakimanka, bldg. 3

M. Mayakovskaya, Tverskaya, Pushkinskaya

22 Krasnaya Presnya Ul., (499)255-0909.

Indus

643-3606/797-4333, www.observatoire.ru

Beloye Solntse Pustyni

”Elitny” modern Indian restaurant with Chivas

M. Oktyabrskaya, Polyanka

bar on the first floor. Open 24 hours.

The Savoy

15 Plotnikov Pereulok, (499)252-7979.

Located inside the hotel of the same name, the

M. Smolenskaya, Kropotkinskaya

restaurant lunch and dinner. Its magnificent in-

tandoor

terior and gourmet menu make it equally suited
to corporate events and candlelit dinners. Open

Upscale Indian. Open noon-midnight.

noon-last guest.

31 Tverskaya Ul., 699-8062, 699-8962.

3 Ul. Rozhdvizhenka, 620-8600.

M. Mayakovskaya

sphere, elegant interior.
Open noon-last guest.
27 Dolgorukovskaya, 250-2551.
M. Novoslobodskaya

2 Rossolimo Ul., (499)766-4646.

Stylish restaurant with a wide range of pastas.
Live music.
Open noon-23:00.
1 Bolshoi Zlatoustinsky Pereulok,
921-3797. M. Lubyanka

JAPANESE

M. Krasnopresnenskaya
Benvenuto

105 Prospekt Vernadskogo, k.1

Great variety of Italian cuisine. Most items run

M. Yugo-Zapadnaya

around or below 300 rubles.

50 Ul. Bolshaya Yakimanka

Open NOON-23:00.

M. Polyanka

6 Velozavodskaya Ul. 675-0033.

Open 11:00-midnight. www.ichiban.ru

M. Avtozavodskaya, Dubrovka

NEW LOCATION!

Sapporo

BISTROT

105-1 Prospekt Vernadskogo, 433-9151.

Italian cuisine, three dining rooms, VIP hall,

M. Yugo-Zapadnaya Modern Japanese with

summer patio. Open noon-5:00.

extensive sushi and sashimi menu.

EUROPEAN

M. Kuznetsky Most
Shokolad

12 Bol. Savinsky Per., Bldg. 2, (499)248-4045.

Open noon-23:00.

Apple Bar & Restaurant

Pan-European menu plus a selection of Japanese

M. Kievskaya

14 Prospekt Mira, 207-0198.

A chic, intimate lounge serving classic and

dishes. Cozy decor and live music. Open 24

original cocktails. The restaurant offers a

hours.

selection of simple and tasty European dishes in

5 Strastnoi Bulvar, 787-8866.

a contemporary atmosphere. Restaurant 0pen

M. Pushkinskaya, Chekhovskaya, Tverskaya

19:00-last guest; bar open 24 hours.

Simple Pleasures

11 Ul. Malaya Dmitrovka, 980-7000.
M. Tverskaya, Pushkinskaya, Chekhovskaya

The large dining room accommodates 80
people, while the cozy Fireplace Hall doubles

CASTA DIVA
Andrey Dellos latest venture. Excellent food
and pizza to die for, Italian executive chef and
pizza chef.
26 Tverskoi Bulvar
651-8181
M. Pushkinskaya

M. Prospekt Mira
Tsveteniye sakury
Completely new restaurant concept in Moscow
based on the combination of traditional and
contemporary Japanese cuisine. Ancient
recipes are joined by recent innovations. Open
noon-midnight.
7 Krasina Ul., Bldg. 1, 506-0033.

Cafe des Artistes

as a showroom for photographers. As always,

Restaurant and bar offers fine European cuisine

a DJ entertains from 22:00. Enjoy the simple

Chianti

M. Mayakovskaya

in a relaxed atmosphere, often with recent

pleasures of life! Open noon-06:00

The feeling in the small dining room is cozy

art on the walls of the upstairs room. Open

rather than cramped with an open kitchen at

Misato restaurant

22/1 Sretenka Ul., 607-1521.

11:00-midnight.

M. Sukharevskaya

one end of the room. The walls have beautiful

5/6 Kamergersky Pereulok, 692-4042.

Sky Lounge

M. Teatralnaya

This sushi bar on the roof of the luxury hotel of-

Cafe Swiss

fers its guests unparalleled views of the Kremlin

Breakfast, lunch, and dinner. Located on the

Palace and Red Square. Top-notch sushi. Open

3rd floor of Swissotel Krasnye Holmy. European

noon-midnight.

(including Swiss) cuisine and Russian dishes.

32a Leninsky Prospekt (In the Russian

Seafood buffet on Tuesdays, Russian buffet

Academy of Sciences building),
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custom murals depicting a Florence landscape,
framed by windowsills with a base hewn from
Italian marble. A large variety of pizza and a

Japanese cuisine, great choice of alcoholic
drinks, Japanese and non-Japanese
Address: 47, Myasnitskaya st.
Тел./ Tel.: 725 0 333 www.misato.ru

wide choice of Italian cuisine.

MEDITERRANEAN

48 Leningradsky Prospekt,

Panorama

612-5612

Located on the 23rd floor of theGolden Ring

M. Dinamo

Hotel, Panorama’s service and food are also

Wine & Dine Listings
elevated far above the rest of the city. The

lent self-service buffet offers a wide range of

decor. Open kitchen with wood-burning stove

do anything just to get in, so every Friday and

Mediterranean cuisine is served on Versace

salads and hot meals. Open 9:00-midnight.

and chargrill. Huge selection of meat and fish

Saturday they stand in line all night long asking

tableware, and the Versace glasses make any

6 Kamergersky Pereulok, Bldg. 1, 692-0452.

dishes. Open noon-last guest.

face control men to let them in.

drink taste better. Open 18:00-midnight.

M. Tverskaya

15 Smolensky Bulvar, 720-3851.

Face control

5 Smolenskaya Ul., 725-0100.

SUDAR

M. Smolenskaya

Open 23:00-6 am

Authentic Russian dishes prepared from

Louisiana SteAkhouse

M. Smolenskaya
ARARAT

traditional recipes. Located in a 19th-century

A little corner of Armenia right in the center of

mansion, Open noon-last guest.

Moscow. Cozy atmosphere and spicy Armenian

36a Kutuzovsky Prospect, (499)249-6965.

fare. All ingredients are delivered straight from

M. Park Pobedy, Kutuzovskaya

Armenia, and the wine list abounds with the
finest Armenian cognacs.
Open noon-midnight.
4 Neglinnaya Ul.(Ararat Park Hyatt), 783-1234.
M. Teatralnaya, Kuznetsky Most

RUSSIAN
CafE Pushkin
A Moscow classic serving upmarket Russian
cuisine in a lavish, 19th-century setting. Bustling ground-floor dining hall, more sophisticated
(and pricier) experience upstairs. Reservation
essential.
Open 24 hours.
26a Tverskoi Bulvar, 739-0033.
M. Pushkinskaya, Tverskaya, Chekhovskaya

2/3 Tarasa Shevchenko Embankment

Big selection of Australian and Argentinian beef

(495)203-6008, 203-6556 M. Kievskaya

steaks. Grilled fish. Wines from France, Italy,

B2 Club 4 bars, sushi bar, concert hall for 800.

Spain, New Zealand. VIP “Sheriff room.” 20%

Resonable prices. Open daily noon-06:00.

menu discount weekdays from 12:00 to 16:00.

8 Bolshaya Sadovaya Ul., 650-9918.

Traktir Chernaya Koshka

Open 11:00-01:00.

M. Marksistskaya, Tretyakovslaya

This restaurant was opened to mark the 20th

30 Ulitsa Pyatnitskaya, Bldg. 4,

anniversary of the cult detective series “Mesto

951-4244, 959-5506.

Vstrechi Izmenit Nelzya” (“The Meeting Place

M. Tretyakovskaya, Novokuznetskaya

Can`t be Changed”) – everything here is connected
with the movie, such as the image of a black cat on
the entrance wall. Open noon-last guest.
6 Vorontsovskaya Ul., 911-7601.
M. Taganskaya
TsDl
(Central House of Writers)
This opulent Russian restaurant is located in the
building with the same name, lavish decor, and
opulent atmosphere. A memorable, top-notch
meal in luxurious surroundings. Open noon-mid-

Justo Monday-Friday, Sunday 13:00-02:00,
Friday-Saturday 13:00-03:00. Face control,
dress code. 5 Bolshoi Tolmachyovsky Pereulok,

Steaks There’s a successful formula to steak-

Bldg. 9, 937-3750. M. Tretyakovskaya

houses, and Steaks follows it almost to the

Papa’s

letter with a meat heavy menu of pork, chicken,
lamb, sausage and seafood.
21 Verkhnyaya Radishevskaya Ul., 915-1042.
M. Taganskaya

Tucked in the basement below the Johnny the
Fat Boy Pizzeria, Papa John’s features live music
and lots of sweaty young bodies
2 Myasnitskaya Ul., 755-9554

Torro Grill The focus here is the best mid-

M. Kitai-Gorod

priced meat in Moscow. Wine Bar.

Propaganda

6 Prospekt Vernadskogo, 775-4503.
M. Universitet

One of the best and oldest clubs in Moscow. At
midnight all dining tables are taken off and party

night. 50 Povarskaya Ul., 290-1589.

FUSION

M. Barrikadnaya

NAVARRO’S BAR & GRILL From tapas to eclec-

1 Red Square

tic Peruvian-Mediterranean fusion, seafood to

The menu features lavish, centuries-old

grilled meat, from popular Moscow chef Yuri

recipes. Expect cream-laden meat dishes with

Navarro. Open 8:30-3:30.

fruit-based sauces and live folk music. Open

23 Shmitovsky Proezd, Bldg. 4,

noon-midnight. 1 Krasnaya Ploshchad,

(499)259-3791.

(495) 624 5732 M. Kitai-Gorod

625-3600; 692-1196.

M. Ulitsa 1905 Goda

Tochka

M. Okhotny Ryad, Teatralnaya

Polly Sad The selection of dishes fuses

Open Monday- Sunday, 18:00-06:00.

For real lovers of all things Russian, including

STEAK 

different cuisines, rather than just alternating

M. Oktyabrskaya

traditional Russian dancing, flowing rivers of

El Gaucho

between them.

vodka and plates stacked with food. For those

True Argentine menu. THE place for charcoal-

41 1st Brestskaya Ul., Bld. 2, 250-2530.

Sakhar Open Tues.-Thurs. 20:00-06:00, Fri.

who find it thrilling to dine in the Tsar’s cham-

grilled meats and fish. Impressive selection of

M. Belorusskaya

12:00-6:00, Sat. 20:00-07:00.

bers, which were established during the time of

over 120 Argentine and Chilean wines. Open

BARS AND CLUBS

23/25 Bolshoi Sukharevsky Pereulok, 207-

Boris Godunov.

11:30-midnight. www.elgaucho.ru

Open noon-midnight.

4 Ul. Sadovaya-Triumfalnaya, 699- 7974.

Booze Pub

5 Teatralnaya Ploshchad, Bldg. 1, 698-5609.

M. Mayakovskaya

M. Teatralnaya

6/13 Ul. Zatsepsky Val, 953-2876.

Grand Alexander

M.Paveletskaya

Fat Mo
Spirit Of the movie “Once Upon I Time in America”, live jazz and blues concerts and…delicious
European dishes and great assortment of beer.
Open 11 am-midnight
19, Ul. Studencheskaya
(499) 249 16 50
M. Studencheskaya
Godunov

Named after poet Alexander Pushkin, this

3 Bolshoi Kozlovsky Pereulok, 623-1098.

usually begins. Stylish and delicious lunches, sal-

English-style pub with real British beer and
original cocktails.
English breakfast for only 100 rubles.
Weekdays from 12:00 to 17:00.

Goodman

discount. Sport matches on the big screen.

that delight Muscovites and foreigners alike.

Moscow’s premium steak house chain. Open

5 Potapovsky Pereulok, Bldg. 2, 621-4717.

Visitors who seek anonymity can dine in one of

noon-midnight. 775-9888., 23 Ul. Tverskaya.

M. Chistiye Prudy

the private rooms.

M. Tverskaya, Puahkinskaya

Open Mon.-Fri., 18:00-23:00.

See www.goodman.ru for additional locations.

26 Tverskaya Ul. (in Marriott Grand Hotel),

Guilly's The oldest steakhouse in Moscow.
tional culinary hits. Extensive choice of wines.

Na Melnitse

Located in the basement of an historic mansion

Uber-Russian eatery. Homemade cuisine – kvas,

and named after Moscow writer Gilyarovsky,

mors, vodka, pickles. The interior is in Russian

the interior revives the spirit of 19th-century

style with plenty of wood. The food is far from

Moscow. Main hall, bar, two banquet rooms.

cheap, but the portions are enormous: it’s like

10% discount with this ad.

being fed by an overzealous babushka.

6 Stoleshnikov Pereulok, 933-5521.

Open noon-last guest.

M. Okhotny Ryad

7 Tverskoi Bulvar, 290-3737.

Ju-Ju Meat restaurant with hunting-lodge

M. Pushkinskaya, Tverskaya, Chekhovskaya

Open: noon-6 am

6 Leninsky Prospect, Bldg. 7, 737-7666.

Adrenalin
Restaurant, bar, disco, billiards, entertainment
center. Open noon-midnight.

Daily from 5 a.m. to noon –

cuisine with a wide choice of French delicacies

M. Tverskaya

Face control

2838. M. Sukharevskaya

restaurant is valued for its refined European

Steaks from Australian and U.S. beef. Multina-

House, techno, minimal, disco

7, Bolshoi Zlatoustinsky Pereulok

M. Krasniye Vorota

937-0000.

ads and other simple but unforgettable snacks.

Business lunch from 140 rubles and 35% menu

www.boozebub.ru

1 Chermyansky Proyezd, 477-3447.
M. Medvedkovo
Central House of Architects
Face control. Open Mon.-Sat. 24:00-12:00.
7 Granatny Pereulok, 290-3249.
M. Tretyakovskaya
Golden Palace Casino Concert hall, restau-

Karma Bar
One of the most popular night-clubs in town.
Eastern-inspired interior, hookahs, and panAsian cuisine. Offering themed parties. Latin
American dancing Thursday-Saturday, 21:00midnight. Every Saturday, the amazing Show
Girls night. Every Sunday 12:00-6:00 – R`n`B
and hip-hop party night.

rant, open bar for players. Entrance free for
women. Face control. Open 24 hours.
15 Ul. 3rd Yamskogo Polya, 212-3909.
M. Belorusskaya
Night Flight Open 18:00-05:00.
17 Tverskaya Ul., 629-4165
www.nightflight.ru

3 Pushechnaya Ul., 624-5633.

M. Mayakovskaya

M. Kuznetsky Most www.karma-bar.ru

NOTES: Hours of operation are given in the 24-

Krysha Mira

hour clock. All phone numbers are in area code

The club has a reputation of being a most
closed place. Rich clubbers and beauties can

495 unless otherwise indicated. Reservations
suggested for most restaurants.

24 Sadovo-Spasskaya Ul., 625-8890/8753.
M. Krasniye Vorota www.namelnitse.ru
Oblomov
In a mansion in the historical Zamoskvorechye
area, the interior is crammed with ancient
utensils and furniture. Two large halls are named
for characters from Nikolai Goncharov`s novel
Oblomov. Remember to peek in the chimney
room on the first floor and the oriental room on
the third. Open noon-midnight.
5 1st Monetchikovsky Pereulok, 953-6828.
M. Dobryninskaya
Seno
This inexpensive Russian restaurant is a good
option for the budget- or time-conscious. Excel-
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Out & About
London Art Welcomed
in Moscow
Baibakov gallery’s new project, a show
of contemporary art from London has
become a real sensation in Moscow.
Moscow celebrities such as Aidan Salakhova, Andrei Bartenev and many others attended the opening day. The show
featured the work of 22 young and promising London artists, such as John Isaacs,
Nathaniel Rackowe, Kirk Palmer, Shezad
Dawood, Ryan Gander and others. One
of the most striking and shocking was the
performance of Eloise Fornieles, a Londoner of Argentinean origin. “Carrion” is
the name of her performance, in which
the artist takes part. She parades up and
down the stage, the floor is covered with
old clothes and rags. A corpse of a cow
hangs over her head. THE CORPSE OF A
COW. The artist takes her clothes off and
then puts in on again. Threatening and

depressive music sounds during the performance. This performance is dedicated to the problem of consummation and
animals being killed by people. The second performance by David Birkin is more
palatable. The pianist plays on a piano
with all its strings cut off, so no sound is
heard during the performance. Diode
lamps attached to the pianist’s fingers
which shine while he plays. The exhibition runs until April 5, so those of who
haven’t had a chance to be shocked
and amazed, still can.

Venetian Ball in Moscow

Guests of International Women Club
enjoyed a masquerade ball in Moscow
on February 27th as they gathered for
one of the club’s major annual charitable event – the IWC Embassies Ball.
The “IWC Embassies of the World Dinner & Ball” is held annually, and apart
from being a lot of fun, is a major fundraiser for IWC charity projects in Russian
orphanages, hospitals, shelter families,
the elderly and handicapped groups,
soup kitchens, and others. Moscow embassies provide substantial support to
the event. This year Embassies of following countries - Argentina, Belgium,
Columbia, Commission of EU, Croatia,
Indonesia, Ireland, Montenegro, Norway,
Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, Turkey,
UK, USA, Ukraine, and Zambia all hosted
splendid dinners prior to the ball.
Participants of event, which was held at
the Zurab Tseretelly museum, were asked
to wear masks and costumes. The ball
room filled with masked guests, dancing among sculptures of historical and
legendary heroes, which enhanced the
mysterious atmosphere of the evening.
Guests were entertained by excellent
Latin dancers and light symphonic orchestra music. There were competitions
for the best costumes as well as the best
dressed couple. Prizes were awarded by
Zurab Tseretely, the well-known Moscow
sculptor. Additional funds were raised
during “silent auctions,” sponsored by the
Hilton Leningradskaya Hotel, Zavidovo
resort, Buddies Café, Nespresso, Tourism
Malaysia and others, were held. Thank
you IWC for a brilliantly organized event,
and good luck with your work in 2009!
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Out & About
RBCC and BAC Joint Event:
Russia What Happens Next
On the 12th of March at the British Embassy, the British Alumni Club
together with RBCC held an event entitled: Russia What Happens next.
This event afforded British graduates; mostly Russians to network with
RBCC members in a cordial atmosphere before and after listening to
a very informative presentation by Standard & Poor’s rating agency.
Alexei Novikov, the Managing Director of Standard and Poor’s Russia
and CIS representation justified the rating agency’s decision to downgrade Russia from last year’s high of AAA. He gave many reasons,
such as stating that: “Russia’s economy is 93% commodities, with the
world economy suffering a slowdown; this is having undeniable effects on Russia’s economy.” He also said that Russia’s real exchange
rate rose too quickly, leading to a kind of Russian version of the ‘Dutch
Disease,’ with activities in two of Russia’s main economic drivers: natural resources and construction, falling quickly, whilst a fairly high rate
(30%) of Russia’s credit is founded externally.

CEO Night
On March 3d, Passport Magazine in conjunction with the Moscow Times,
sponsored Moscow’s first CEO Night at the exclusive Grand Havana Room
business club. It was organized by Stephen O’Connor (AIG/Lincoln), Tom
Keller (Iron Mountain) and Daniel Klein (Passport legal columnist and partner at Hellevig, Klein & Usov). Invitations were strictly limited to local heads
of the top 2000 world companies and heads of top 500 Russian companies. Attendees included Russian heads of some of the world’s well-known
brands in the banking, media, pharmaceutical and IT industry. Attendees
also got a chance to sample some of the finest whisky’s which were supplied by Maxxium liquors. Many of the attendees commented that this was
a great event concept since it was a unique forum for top CEO’s to mingle
and network. The Grand Havana Room which boasts the world’s largest
cigar humidor, was the ideal venue for the event as its members are mostly
heads of large companies and high net worth individuals. If you are interested in an invitation for then next event (likely to be held the 2nd week of
April) please write daniel.klein@hkupartners.com.

The English Press in Russia

has a circulation of 35,000, a readership of approximately three times that number,
and a staff of around 170. According to Maters, The Moscow Times is not subject to
government pressure, as many expect. The problems it does face stem largely from
its delicate relationship with the world of Russian business. Maters considers Russia to
be a relatively open environment for the press, and disagreements sometimes arise
in the editorial office between local staff members and those from abroad, many
of whom are descended from Soviet ИmigrИs and thus have a significantly difficult
approach to Russian politics and life. In response to questions regarding the newspaper s stance on matters such as the conflict with Georgia, Maters described the
strict editorial policies in place to maintain objectivity; in spite of this, the newspaper
is proud to have had the first opinion page in Russia, an area in which it continues to
be strong. The main difficulty currently facing The Moscow Times is loss of advertising revenue as PR budgets are slashed across the
world. However, having already survived one economic crisis, Maters is fairly certain the newspaper can survive another.
Maxine Maters is originally from Holland, and has lived in Russia since 1993. Before The Moscow Times she worked for the law
journal Kollegia. For more information on forthcoming ELE events visit www.elemoscow.net. Dominic Esler
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photo Sergei Tarasov

February 24 saw another lively and interesting lecture in the English Language Evenings series: a discussion on the state of the English-language press in Russia, given
by Maxine Maters, publisher of The Moscow Times from 2004 to 2008. Maters talk
focused mainly on her experience with The Moscow Times (founded in 1992), which

Out & About

Sunday

Valeri Rogov, ‘Golden Apple’

Night at Night Flight
photos Alina Ganenko
Leave to one of Moscow’s best-known
and unusual tourist destinations to schedule a special promotional event at 10pm
on a Sunday night. The event this night
at Night Flight, called “The Winner Takes
It All,” was a Bloody Mary bartender
shake-off with contestants from some of
the city’s top watering holes. This was a
chance for many to return to Night Flight
with a defensible excuse, “Oh, I was at
Night Flight last night, but just for the
great bartender contest. Really. It was a
lot of good, clean fun. Really!”
Each bartender received identical ingredients: Tovaritch Vodka, Tropicana tomato juice, Tabasco, Worchester sauce,
salt, white and black pepper, lemon and
fresh celery - so the winner would prevail
based upon mix, style, presentation. The
test was blind since the bartenders were
isolated from the judges, and identified
only by a number. A Night Flight waitress
delivered the drinks to the judges. Toby
Domert, General Manager, represented
Night Flight, but Night Flight Club manager Fredrik Sidoli had a chance to participate. Paul Chikin of Sally O’ Briens took
the top prize of $1000,
followed by Peter Kamara of Ararat Park-Hyatt
Hotel, with Sidoli in at
third to saving the club’s
reputation.

Seen to Believe It” reputation of the Night
Flight nightclub that has persisted under
its Swedish management for more than
18 years now, the Night Flight restaurant is
actually one of the
Vladimir Masyutin, ‘Savoy Hotel’
best in town and the
place to find Swedish Elk carpaccio,
grilled Reindeer steak
and genuine Swedish
meatballs served up
by Night Flight’s excellent Swedish chefs.
Come to think of it,

this was a good idea. It looks like this
will be a regular event with new cocktail theme and bartender participants
each month. Thanks in advance to the
Night Flight management for giving us
more “next-day” excuses for a visit.

Paul Chikin - winner, ‘Sally O Brians’

Julia Fedotova, barmen at Night Flight

Despite the “Must be

Max Ivanovski Baltschug
Klim, GQ

Peter Kamara Park Hyatt
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The Bartenders
Fredrik Sidoli, Night Flight (Third Place)
Max Ivanovski, Baltschug Hotel
Klim, GQ Bar
Peter Kamara, Ararat Park-Hyatt Hotel
(Second Place)
Paul Chikin, Sally O’ Briens (First Place)
Vladimir Masyutin, Savoy Hotel
Valeri Rogov Golden Apple Hotel
Judges
Simon Connolly – Passport Magazine
Bart Dorsa – Artist / Photographer
James Kramer – Vice President Production,
Sony Pictures Television International
Elena Manuylova – Managing Director,
Tovaritch Vodka
Scott Antel – Partner, DLA Piper Rus Limited

Real Estate
Can I break the lease contract if I want to move
apartments due to the drop in rental prices?
Michael Bartley, General Director, Four Squares

Before moving apartment you have to officially
terminate your existing lease
agreement. There are two
types of lease agreement in
use currently and your rights
are dependant upon which
one you signed. The first is a
“Lease of Residential Accommodation” or “Naim”

Constantin Kovalev, Managing Partner, Blackwood

Russian legislation envisages three ways to terminate
lease contracts:
1) upon consent of both
parties,
2) by court decision should
one party require to demand

The “Naim” agreement is
governed by article 687 of
the Russian Civil Code and
states that the tenant can
terminate the lease with 3
months notice. Most of these
agreements have a 1-month
notice period inserted in
them by the real estate
broker, and landlords on the
whole accept this.
The Lease agreement is
governed by article 620 of
the Russian Civil Code, which
does not give a notice period.
Here you should abide by any
termination term set in the
agreement, if there is no term
then the tenant can terminate
with 3 months prior notice.
Most landlords and tenants
accept whatever termination
clause is inserted into the agreement. Court cases are rare.

such a decision, because the
second party has committed serious breaches of the
agreement as well as due to
other reasons stipulated by
the law or the agreement,
3) by one of the parties, if
this right is envisaged by the
law or consent of the parties.
All these ways to terminate
the agreement may be applied to the lease agreement
of residential space but with
some nuances.
If a tenant leases residential space by agreement of
commercial leasehold, article
687 of the Civic Code of the

Galina Tkach, Leasing Department Director, IntermarkSavills

photo Oleg Migachev

Rental prices are well
below their pre-crisis levels
so it makes sense to significantly renegotiate your existing contract, move to a
cheaper place or upgrade
to a larger apartment for
the same price. Apart from
saving money, friends have
told me they got a lot of
satisfaction from dictating terms to landlords who
have been raising prices
year after year.

lease agreement (in Russian
its called договора найма
жилого помещения), which
is signed when the tenant is
a private person. The second
is a “Lease agreement” (in
Russian its called договор
аренды), which companies
(or other legal entities) use
when signing on behalf of
their employees.

In accordance with Civil
Code of the Russian Federation the Tenant has a right to
break the lease agreement by
giving three months notice
of termination. Although
in practice, many signed
lease agreements have the
inclusion of only a one month
termination notice. In order to
terminate the agreement, the
first step should be to contact
the Landlord to inform him of
your intentions and request
a meeting so as to sign a
formal termination notice and
termination agreement. Only
by conducting the process in
a formal manner can you prevent future problems arising
such as the Landlord withholding your security deposit and
not refunding it to you. If you

are not able to meet with
your Landlord you will need to
prepare a letter of termination
and send it to him by post.
If your contract requires
three months notice in order
to terminate the lease but
you urgently need to move
out of the apartment, an
effective course of action
would be to send the termination notice to the Landlord
as soon as possible and offer
to assist him with finding a
new tenant for his property. If
he is amenable to this you
can then contact your real
estate agency and ask
them to start contacting
suitable applicants and
begin the process of marketing, advertising and
preparation of the property for viewings. However, if
the Landlord declines your
solution he has the right to do
so and you will be required
to pay the rent for the full
three month period. From our
experience however, in 80%
of cases we are able to find a
new tenant within one month
and as a result save the client
two months rent which are
good results, especially in a
time of crisis.

Russian Federation envisages his right to terminate the
lease agreement unilaterally
and vacate the residential
premises after sending a written notification to the Lessor
three months in advance
provided that other people
who live in these premises
give their consent. That means
that after sending the written
notification, it will be necessary to make 3-month rental
payments. This norm is imperative, therefore it may not be
changed. In practice, lease
agreements usually stipulate
a shorter period. Since this
term contradicts the compul-

sory provision of the law, it is
considered to be null and void
and should the leaseholder
demand the tenant to pay for
three months of lease, the tenant will be obliged by the law
to fulfill his requirement.
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The law doesn’t envisage
the right of the leaseholder
to terminate the lease agreement unilaterally but it may
be included in the lease
agreement. In this case, both
parties are entitled to envisage any period of notification of the leaseholder since
the law doesn’t put any
restrictions.

Columns

Daniel Klein’s Legal Line
Each month Daniel Klein fields corporate legal questions posed by Passport’s
readers. Do you have a Russia-related legal question you’d like Daniel to address? Tell him about it at: daniel.klein@hkupartners.com
Dear Daniel:
I am the country manager of a Russian limited liability company which is a
subsidiary of a western public company. We have been on the market for over
15 years and have already weathered a downturn during the last crisis so we
know that the losses that we may incur can be used to offset future profits in
terms of tax obligations. We have a large debt with headquarters and net assets approaching zero. I know that Russian tax regulations are quite complex
and sticky; is there any reason for concern for this subsidiary?
Dear Survivor:

How to answer the
question
Essentially the same meaning as Как дела?
(How are you?), but you’re more likely to hear
Russians greeting you with Как Вы поживаете?
(How are things going?), Как настроение?
(How’s your mood?) or simply Как жизнь? (How’s
life?). No matter how the question is put, here
are some responses so you can avoid always
having to answer with хорошо:

If you’re feeling great:

First off, it is good to see companies with long term views on Russia and fortunately, so far, we have not heard of too many western companies barreling towards the emergency exit as was the case in 1998. In accordance with Russian
tax law it is possible to carry forward losses for up to 10 years, so in that regard,
it sounds like your losses can effectively be used to offset future profit taxes for
those purposes. As a general matter during normal times, loss-making companies can attract the attention of the tax inspectorate sometimes triggering company audits. The public policy behind this is that the government is suspicious of
companies that continually lose money; due to money laundering concerns.
However, since there are a lot of companies losing money in this crisis, this reason to conduct a tax audit is less frequently applied, at least temporarily.

Отлично! – Excellent!
Замечательно! – Super!
Прекрасно! – Wonderful!
Лучше не бывает! – Never been better!

One concern that comes to mind with the financial profile of your subsidiary is that if your debt is too great, the debt service that you have used in
past years to reduce your tax obligations may be in part invalidated if your
company is found in violation of the so called “thin capitalization rule.” This
rule was enacted in order to prevent companies from taking on oversized or
even fictitious mother company obligations with disproportionate debt service obligations, wherein said debt obligations were used to offset profits and
hence profit tax obligations. This rule applies to subsidiaries where the lender
has more than 20% of the subsidiaries shares. If the tax authorities deem, according to their formula, that the debt service was disproportional to the companies assets, they can rule on a retroactive basis that some part of prior debt
payments were a repatriation of profits in disguise, and hence treat them as
dividends. As your firm is part of a public company I would be particularly concerned about compliance issues. Another concern that also comes to mind
is that if the net assets of your company fall below the charter capital this can
be a reason for the tax authorities to liquidate your subsidiary.

If you want to get more personal:

In this regard you might consider looking at your charter capital, the company’s net assets, the cost of your operations and reconsider your debt obligations with respect to headquarters. This is probably an ideal time to see how
your company can reduce the cost of operations as much as possible either
through staff reduction or other methods. If you can turn your company back
to profitability this is a great time to do so since the government just dropped,
at the beginning of this year, the already low profit taxes, from 24% to 20%. This
drop in taxes was actually enacted as a temporary emergency-type anti-crisis
measure and these rates may be pushed back upwards in the medium term.
Once you return to profitability your company can reduce some of its debt and
hence increase its net assets in order to help stave off a potential liquidation
due to having net assets less than the company’s charter capital. Also if it turns
out that there is a thin capitalization issue, reducing parent debt might be something to consider as well.
Daniel Klein is a partner at Hellevig, Klein & Usov. His column is intended as
commentary and not as legal advice.
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And if you’re not:
Так себе. – Thing’s aren’t so good.
Всё ужасно! – Everything’s awful!
Бывало и лучше. – I’ve been better.

Я сегодня устал(а). – I’m tired today.
Я не выспался (выспалась) – I didn’t get
a good night’s sleep.
Я сегодня не очень хорошо себя
чувствую. – I don’t feel so great today.

Or maybe things aren’t so bad:
У меня всё сегодня получается! Everything’s working out for me today!
Погода отличная, и настроение тоже!
– The weather’s great and I’m in a great
mood!
Сегодня чувствую себя свежим(ей) как
огурец! – I feel fresh and well today (lit, as
fresh as cucumber).

However, if it’s you who is asking,
you’ll most likely get the typical noncommittal response:
Ничего – nothing’s up
Нормально – alright
Потихоньку –I’m getting there (lit. quietly)

Columns
Near-term Prospects For Both The Russian Economy
And The Rouble Continue To Be Negative
text Matthew Partridge
It is unavoidable, though regrettable that this monthly column
on Russian economic prospects has to start on an extremely
pessimistic note. The collapse of commodity prices, with Urals oil
declining from a peak of nearly $140 last summer to $42, has exposed the structural weakness of the Russian manufacturing and
service sectors. Industrial production in January fell by 16% compared with a year ago while VTB’s survey of purchasing managers has been below 50, indicating a contraction, since the end
of summer 2008. It is not surprising then that the latest estimates
have GDP falling by as much as 4% in the year to January.
At the same time, monetary growth, which up until the end of
last summer had been exploding at an unsustainable rate, is now
negative. The latest available data shows that the six-month annualised seasonally adjusted money supply declined by 22.5% in
December. This is important because there is a very strong leading relationship between money supply and nominal income.
Historical experience shows that monetary shocks tend to have
a substantial impact on output and inflation, with the effects
lasting for up to eighteen months. Given that the money supply
needs to grow at an annual rate of between 15% and 25%, to be
consistent with the inflation target and trend growth, policies to
boost money supply are desperately needed. The current policy
of hiking interest rates in order to defend the rouble is therefore
misguided, and ultimately unsustainable.

Current Oil prices

The stock market continues to take a beating. Not only is
the MSCI Russia index over three quarters lower than the peak

reached last May, it is down over 10% from the start of this year.
Since the stock market is driven as much by psychology, as by
economic fundamentals, this particular indicator should be
approached with caution. However, share prices tend to react
very quickly to monetary changes, confirming that the monetary supply is in a critical condition. Of course, stock prices are
so low that, if and when the Russian monetary authorities come
to their senses and start engaging in quantitative easing, there
could be some opportunities for investors.
Oil prices are unlikely to provide any salvation for the Russian economy as the prospects of a recovery to the $60 they
averaged in 2006 and 2007, let alone last years mean of $100,
are very slim. Even the $50/bbl that analysis of the long term
real trend suggests as the “fair price” is unlikely to occur in an
environment where global car sales are plummeting. The U.S.
Federal Reserve’s quantitative easing and the accompanying
stimulus package will mean that the US economy, the largest
global consumer of oil, is likely to resume positive growth in the
second half of the year. However, until then the best that can
be expected is that Urals oil continues to trade in the $40-$45
band that it has been trading in since the start of the year.
However, although Russia is clearly in an economic downturn,
fears of a financial collapse, on the scale of that which occurred
ten years ago, are overplayed. Even with a rouble that needs to
fall even further and diminished reserves, Russia does not currently have an external debt problem on the scale of Asia during
the 1997 period. Russia’s foreign exchange reserves are currently
around 70% of its total liabilities, while the comparable figures for
short-term debt alone in Asia was 20%. Therefore, although European banks may have problems on specific loans the risks of a
1998 style systematic banking crisis remains limited.
With effort some other positive signs can be teased out of the
data. Although the Service and Manufacturing PMIs are clearly below 50, the balance was less negative in February. The fact that the
Rouble has fallen by around 25% against both the dollar and the
euro is also good news for exporters. At the same time those who
were lucky (or wise) enough to have either kept substantial foreign
currency savings or negotiated payment in sterling, dollars or euros,
have experienced a substantial boost to their standard of living.
Given that monetary easing and further depreciation of the rouble
is both necessary and inevitable, it might be a good idea to keep
one’s rouble holdings to a minimum for the time being. P
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Last Word

A Treasure in

Real Estate
We caught up with Gerald Gaige as he prepared to relocate
back to the U.S. after 15 years working in Russia and the CIS
countries. With his wife Larisa, this pair has made a significant
mark on Russia’s real estate market as their parallel careers
here began at the first appearance of real estate market activity. Gere answered three basic questions for us that may be
posed to any such long-term expatriate.
What caused you to come to Russia – and what did you leave
behind in the U.S.?
Well, contrary to the standard joke that such long-term expatriates are avoiding arrest in their home countries; in my case (fortunately) it was an extension of my real estate career that brought
me here. As an experienced appraiser in the U.S., I had taken
up the tradition of teaching one time per year an introductory
course on real estate appraisal. In the summer of 1993, I was surprised to learn that five Russians had enrolled in the course and
would be coming from Moscow to Houston, Texas to attend.
During the two week course, we became friends as they took
on appraisal concepts, and the other students and I introduced
them to as much of life in America as possible. An example is
the evening flight over Houston and the Gulf of Mexico I took
them on, using my hobby of private flying and my skills from five
years as a U.S. Air Force instructor pilot. This experience pretty
much convinced them that life in the U.S. was very different
from Russia at the time.
A few months after their return to Moscow, they called and
asked if I would come to Russia and teach the first courses in real
estate appraisal. There are a lot of interesting stories to tell about
this trip but, in short, the course was very successful and the proceeds supported the founding of what today is the Russian Society of Appraisers. As a result, over the next year we planned
additional courses in many of Russia’s major cities; and (the best
outcome) I met Larisa Afanasyeva, later to become my wife.
I left behind in Houston, my real estate appraisal practice
(later sold to a business partner) and my two sons, Jeremy and
Bryan who at the time were both in their university years. They
love to visit us here in Russia and enjoy learning the history and
culture of the country.
Having spent the equivalent of a full career here, what do you
consider your biggest accomplishment?
Besides surviving the extreme changes and various crises typical for Russia during this period, I think my biggest accomplishment is the influence on the people that I have worked with. I
was fortunate to be involved at the time Russia was building a
completely new economy, a basic part of which needed to be
real estate. I have worked in three basic parts of this transition;
(1) origination of professional real estate associations (1 year),
(2) formation of legislation for ownership rights to real estate (2
years), and (3) the development of real estate market activity
(12 years). In each of these phases, the people I worked with
remained as real estate professionals, creating support for their
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own families, jobs for new entrants, and advancing the industry
to a globally competitive real estate market. It is the collective
accomplishments of these people of which I am most proud.
And the final question: Why did you stay here so long?
I have been answering this question for almost all of the 15
years. It came first in the early years, from friends in the U.S.
who could not understand why anyone would stay and work in
a country as “dangerous” as Russia. Later, the question came
from Russian colleagues who wondered why I did not go home,
where life was surely easier and not so unpredictable.
Forced to really think about the answer for myself – I discovered three parts: ego, challenge, and reward. The ego part is
from participating in the historic economic, political and social
transition – and in leading development of a profession and
market activity that did not before exist. It is an ego trip to be
part of such an important event in world history.
The challenge part is in solving the unique problems of appraising real estate, or properly completing transactions, in a
market that did not before exist and operates even today on
rules different from any other in the world. The reward part
again comes from the people. It is a great pleasure to work
with the brilliant and capable young people of Russia that I
have been fortunate to be around. As a result it is an inspiration to come to work every day, and experience the joy and
satisfaction of sharing accomplishments with them. With now
more than 40 years of work-life experience, I can say that such
reward is rare; which makes it all the more a personal treasure.
And if you will permit me a final message; I would just express
to all of those that I have worked with here in the CIS - my sincere appreciation for the kindness and patience they have
shown to me personally, and my great appreciation for the accomplishments we have shared. P

